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William D. Kelly
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Are Returned By
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Slave Day
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Dies At
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asses Away
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Demonstrations Of
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SEOUL, Korea (8th FASCOM* State Representative Charlie 10) May 5 — Specialist 5 WilLassiter is in receipt of a let- liam D. Kelly, son of Mrs. Gerler from Eugene Goes, Commis- aldine R. Kelly of Route 3, Murof Highways, which in- ray, has been promoted to his
have nine traffic signals at
cates that the resurfacing of present rank in Seoul,
Korea.
corner of Fourth and Main.
y 121 South (New ConThe newly promoted specieably some of them will
Road) has a high priority list is currently assigned to
left turns. An Improve.
year.
Company D, 335th Maintenance
at 12th and Main with a
"I was advised by the engi- Battalion, Eighth
Field Army
turn lane going north on
ing staff in the Department Support Command as
the Auto
LIth and a double yellow line
this particular road had repair foreman. He entered
the
contain the traffic going
amigned a high priority Army on November 2'7, 1967
th. This is a decided Imrating in the Department" and
completed basic combat
vesnent.
Goss' letter said.
training at Ft. Campbell, Ky.
Goes said that seven miles Sp5
Kelly came to Korea on
lillp have a meetsl block when it
of the road is scheduled for reSeptember 18, 1968 from AberI
es to thinking oe the Box
aurfeeine extending south from deen
Eleven indictments were re- and taking a valet'e without
Proving Ground, Md.
r. All we can think of is
Murray. He indicated further
The 23-year-old soldier is a turned by the Calloway Coun- comma of owner; Charles Colword post, which does not
than the remaining seem miles 1984
graduate of Calloway ty Grand Jury when they made son, assault and battery, takly at all. We had trouble
*ay be incluckti in next year's
.or vehicle without
County. High School, Murray. their report on Thursday to ing a
Buckeye for some time
eiregrarn.
He worked with the Murray Po- the Calloway Circuit Court with consent of owner, and disorderalso, but finally solved this
Lassiter said that he is worklice Department as a policeman Judges James M. Lassiter pre- ly conduct.
block by associating the tree
iitg for the early letting of the
The Grand Jury investigated
prior to enlistment in the Army. siding.
with the state Ohio. Now when
centract of the other seven
The indictments were as fol- a situation on Old l*usy 641
His
wife,
Carol
Joyce,
daughJe• try to think of Buckeye. we
ALL ABOARD! — These three-year-olds enjoy a
in regard to blad
toy train ride during a play exercise at
gad
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph lows:
(Pink of Ohio, which is the
the St. Leo's Cooperative Preschool. The youngsters,
starlings rooming in pine trees
Stephen
Lee
Waddell,
se/ling
who
Wright
will
of
Route
wind
3,
up
Murray, pretheir year's activities
Ituckeye state.
with a picnic at Panoramic Shores on Kentucky
narcotic drug to minor- Ar. The Grand Jury also received
Lake May 28, are, left to right: Grover Dania's,
sently lives in Murray.
Rickey Waggoner, Nicholas Kowallk, Melanie Kelly, Mary
thur Kinel, flourishing a deed complaints of litter, trash and
Ellen
Lyons,
Jeffrey
Garrott
and
We're going to have to figure
Daryl Wydener. Mrs. Nancy Burton Is the teacher.
ly weapon; Robert (Bob) Sledd garbage falling from vehicles
TEN CITED
mit some word association for
possession of alcoholic bever- along the Ades of the road be
lox Elder so we can think of
Ten persons were cited by ages; Gary Kilgore, flourishing tween Murray. and, the. Murray
it when we want to.
The sigma Sigma Sigma soc- the Murray Police Department a deadly weapon disorderly Land Fill site located north of
iM sorority will have its annudl yesterday and last night. They conduct, atinault and battery, Coldwater.
blackberries are blooming and
sieve day on Saturday, May 10. were five for public drunkenThe various county
build
(Coodesmed On Page Tan)
ings including the county farm
ness, one for running a red
Members will be doing odd light,
courthouse, county jail, hos
one for unnecessary noise,
jobs for those persons who need
pital, hada building, and high
one for no operator's license,
them at their homes. For someway game were inveetigatec
one
riding
for
motorcycle
a
William
B.
Simpson, brother one to work, call
Claude Youngblood, former'753-2676, 753- without a helmet, and one for
with
reconmendons for im
of
Ruby
Simpson of 1206 Olive 3040, or
ly of Calloway County, died
753-2811,
provement made at the County
possession of alcohol.
Street, died Thursday night at
The
Calloway
County
Wednesday at a hospital in CinChapter
Farm and lba highway garage
Ralph Holcomb, age 81, for- the Panama
City, Florida hos ria
of Future Teachers of America J.
cinnati, Ohio. He has been a merty of Murray,
Matt Sparkman was foreman
died Thurs- pital.
was well represented at the for
IDUSiC director tor the past 55 day at
the Grand Agy....
11.1,30 am. at a hospital Simper*,'age 63,
FTA State Ceweenliee. held In
died of
Rev. C.107.1awreicce, former years.
The petit jury mei to have
in Huntsville, Ala. He was 61 plications
. following a long illLexington, Kentucky, May 2-3, reported
He is survived by his wife, years of age
r of Sinking Snjings esp.
on Wednesday, May
and a resident of ness Born in Lineville,
Alaba- S
Mrs. Lizzie Youngblood; one Huntsville.
with fourteen members attend- 7, for the
ttist Church for th1re3-six years,
first trial, James P.
ma, he had spent mostof his
son,
ing
()tie
from
Harris
Calloway.
of
Louisville;
Kilgore vs. Charles Blalock
;paused away Thursday at eight
h
The deceased is survived by life in
Bessemer, Alabama, and
two cliughters, Mrs. Clara Law- his
.4'he
Convention
began with concerning a wheat
tem. at the Welbourn Hospital,
wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Wald- was associated
crop. This
rence' and Mrs. Veriene Ellis rep
with the Pullthe campaign speeches of the was settled
Evansville, Ind.
Holcomb of Huntsville, man Company.
out of court with
of Cincinnati. Ohio; two broFor the past 13
candidates
running
for
a
1969The
Murray
adjourned
met
and
7:31)
at
City
met
at
Council
judgment
Ala.; two sone, James Buddy jeers,
being given Blalock
The former Calloway County
Mr. Simpson has operatthers, Clete Yotmgblood of Pa70 state office. Kathy Jo Stub- of $200.00
8:15.
Holcomb of Atlanta, Ga., and ed
plus the cost of the
minister, age 83, had served tor rtucah
the Monterey Motel Apart- in regular session last night
and Clyde Youngblood of Bobby
blefield
of
Calloway
County
Regular business of the councourt action, according to the
Joe Holcomb of River- ments which
the past eighteen years as a
Hardin; two sisters, Mrs. Willie
with
he
built
the
running
on
one
of
for
state
the
president
lightest
gave Circuit Court _Clerk's office.
agend- cil was carried out with the mindale. Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Fran-, beach
minister at Henderson. He had Glover
near St. Andrews State as
of Hardin and Mrs. De- ees
Monday, May 12. the trial
in some time. The council utes being read by City Clerk her speech containing her goals
Stanford of Centralia, Ill.; Park at
retired this year.
wey Cole of Paducah; Mx grandPanama City, Florida.
Stanford Andrus and the bill and reasons why she should be
one brother, Roy Holcomb of
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. cbildreo;
(Continued On Page Ten)
In
addition to Miss Simpson,
fourteen great grandelected.
approved for payment.
Huntsville, Ala.; four grandchil. other survivors
Eva Lawrence of Marion; an children.
include
Nine
members
his
of
the
wife,
CalloCity
Attorney
Wells Overbey
dien.
'flaughter, Ilia. Richard NemVibe, a daughter, Mrs. J041
Funeral services will be held .
read the ordinance rezoning the way County FTA received sec'Funeral arrangements are in- Knowles
worthy of Henderson; one son, Monday
of Panama City, a xismorning at the Vorhis
.in the. T,
lent
west part of the ola Sykes Sas- ond placecomplete, but the Max H. Chur- ter, Mrs
ton Lawrence of Marion; one Funeral
Clemme Mullins of
Home in Lockland,
Their skit was a comical immill
property
from
residential
chill
Funeral
Home has charge Birmingham, a brother,
drother, Nathan Lawrence of O.
Charles
to business and it was passed personation of a teacher 'exand friends may call there. •
Feet Myers, Fla.; five grandYancy, also of Birmingham, and
pressed through song and a cosThe Faxon Mothers Club met on this second reading.
children.
three grandchildren.
An ordinance was passed sett- tume. Also, a medley of patWednesday, May 7, at 1:30 pm.
Funeral services locally will
The body is at the Wilson
at the school with the presi- ing vacation periods for city riotic songs was sung by the
be held Saturday at three p
Funeral Home in Panama City.
dent,
Mrs. Mia Wilson, presid- employees. All employees now members. Those participating
at the Sinking Springs Baptist
Services will be held at two
have the same length of vacat- in the talent show were Cynthia
ing.
Church with Rev. Bob Marine
p m. Saturday, May 10, in the
Cooper. Sharon
ion periods.
Underwood,
Mrs.
Cassity,
the
first
grade
officiating.
St. Andrews Methodist Church.
The council approved an a- Betsy Riley, Wanda Garrett,
teacher,
had
charge
of
the
proInterment will be in the SinkBurial will be at the Panama
gram, and that room won the greement between the City of Jane Lee, Linda- Guerin, DorThe Murray Moose Lodge No.
ing Springs Cemetery with the
City Cemetery.
tha Jackson. Barbara Brinell!,
(Continued On Page Ton)
room
count.
2011 entertained visiting digni; H. Churchill Funeral Home
and Rita Farris Kathy Jo StubThe president read some
taries at a buffet at the Holirn charge of local arrangements.
blefield was mistress of cerethank you cards that were sent
day Inn on Wednesday evenEarlier on Saturday at ten
monies
for
the
evening.
to the club. The minutes and
a.m. funeral services will be
ing.
Two
films
concerning
nontreasurer's report were read,
The occasion was to honor the
held at the Tapp Funeral Home
graded education were shown,
and the roll call was by the
Past Supreme Governor, HerIn Henderson where friends
and group discussions concernRegistration for dog training vice-president.
old D. Ross and wife, Dorothy,
may call.
ing these films were held. Vade
classes will be held Tuesday, Mrs. Wilson explained to the
on their visit to Murray. They
Miss Lyllis Whitford, philan- Bolton, Field
Representativ
e
of
May 13, from 7 to 8 p.m. at the new mothers that would have thropic chairman for the Alpha
will visit many Lodges in the
the
KEA
was
the
guest
speaker
exhibit building of the Henry children starting in the, first Omicron Pi sorority, has anMidsouth area during the next
at
the
convention.
County fairgrounds in Paris, grade this fall what the club nounced that the sorority will
few weeks.
Those attending the conventwas for and what it did
Tennessee.
Ross has been a member of
be conducting road blocks, a ion
from Calloway County were
All persons interested in
Billy
Outland,
principal, tag day, and a car wash on SatBetty Donelson, Wilma Smith, Mt. Morris, Ill., Lodge No. 1551
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
were summarized in • memo- joining the class are invited to thanked the club on behalf of urday, May 10, for the
Twenty-one tires have been
Arthri- Rita Futrell, Jill Craig, Kathy since 1936 and is an honorary
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — randum released Thursday by bring their animals to the meet- the teachers and himself for tis Foundation.
reported damaged by cuts on
Stubblefield. and those partici- past governor. He is a member
Wednesday and Thursday, ac- Arguments for and against a the Legislative Research Com- ing. Spectators are also wel- the monetary gifts that were
of the Northwest Illinois Legion
The sorority is helping the pating
in the talent show.
cordlpg to the Murray Police posed constitutional amend- mission.
come.
given to be used for the school Kappa Department of the MurNo. 57 and was awarded the
The FTA members were acment on farm property taxes
The amendments, to be votDepartment.
For further information call in regard to "Teacher's Appre- ray Woman's Club conduct the
Pilgrim Degree of Merit, the
companied by Mrs. Oben& MilWedne•day at 9:18 p.m., nine and urban service tax districts ed on in November, would re- Mrs. Robert Cheatham, 901-642- ciation Day". He also welcomed arthritis drive 41,,,Kurray
and ler, sponsor, and Mrs. Myrtle Order's highest degree, for his
quire separate assessment of )896, or Mrs. Robert Siminsen, each new mother that had come Calloway County
tires on can parked in the lot
meritorious service to the phiJones.
"agricultural or horticultural" 301-642-5073.
behind the Bowling Alley were
to take a part and interest m
lanthropic programs of the
land according to its value for
reported cut, and later at 10:30
the club.
Moose in 1962.
farm use.
Outland announced about the
Pile five tires were cut on cars
He served as a trustee of the
All
property
now
the
must
to
next
be asAA-led in the lot
meeting to be held on Friday,
Mooeeheart - Moosehaven Ensessed
at
its
market value teCollette Cleaners.
Mey 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the school
dowment Fund Board before begardleas of use
Thursday at 9:45 p.m. two
concerning the school tax building elected to the Supreme
tires were cut on a car at 423
ing fund issue.
Ten elementary school chil- The amendment also would Dear Editor:
Saundra Edwards was the Council in 1962. He was elevatpermit, though not require, the
Murray is and always was a
South 10th Street and also on dren from Murray have
A tour of the school was Dennis Wayne Morgan of medalist at the regular ladies ed to Supreme Prelate in 1964,
been
legislature to enact a two-year unique little city. Her people given to all the new mothers Miiwney has enlisted in the U.S. day of golf held at
Thursday five tires were cut on presenting a series of
the Oaks Supreme Junior Governor in
demon- "recapture
Navy's delay program, accord- Country
provision." This were so hungry for knowledge by Mr. Outland.
cars parked at 410 South 10th Orations dealing with
Club on Wednesday. 1965 and Supreme Governor in
techni- would mean owners
ing
to
Chief
Petty Officer Ed
of farm that they managed to have a
Strtet.
The club's business was disques of modern dance at MurSecond low score went to 1966.
land who change the use to a state College located in their cussed and refreshments were English, Navy recruiter for this Sue Morris and low
ray State University. .
Ross and his wife &ciliated 86
putts also
area.
to Saundra Edwards.
Ranging in age from nine to subdivision would pay the addi- midst. This college had high served.
acres of wooden area near Mt.
Also
tional
enlisting
difference
standards
from
beginnvery
its
in
tax,
in
as
the
if
same
11 years, the girls are part of
Pat Humphries had bend Morris in I966 and this paved
program were Robert William hole, Essie Caldwell,
a dance class taught in Murray the land had been assessed as ings. Dr. Carr, a veteran educamost bails the way for the summer camp
Brandon,
a
subdivision
for
brains
Lonnie
the preceding tor gave it all he had of
Joe McRey- in pond, and Morrelle Walker, bearing their names. Both have
by Mrs. Jane fliers, MSU dance
nolds, and Mark Stephen Vance, most fashionable golfer.
and experience. Then Rainey T.
Usated Pr**. latorastIoul
Instructor. They have been years.
been designated -as "Honorary
A second part of the propos- Wells pushed it forward by his
-all of Paducah.
practicing for 12 weeks.
Campers" of Mooseheart Camp
The children are: Liu Har- ed amendment would permit, political acumen and skillful
Ross.
A two vehicle accident was
Partly cloudy and cooler torell,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. but not require, the legislature leadership. Dr. Woods came a- investigated Thursday at 1:30
He is an executive with the
day, high 63 west to 68 east
to
provide
had
he
all
for
gave
and
long
levying
it
different
;p.m. by the Murray Police DeKahle Printing Company and
Fair and cooler tonight, low in Kenneth E. Harrell; Nancy property tax rates according
t „learned in all of his Ph.D. work.
4i.gertment. No injuries were rehas served his community in
the 40s. Partly cloudy and cool Fitch, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. the free governmental
serviette Dedicated teachers in cash an 'ported
many capacities. Active in the
turday with chance of after- Franklin G. Fitch; Tammy provided.
all of its departments° made
Boone, daughter of .Mr. an d
Vehicles involved were a HonMasonic Order, he was t h e
n or evening showers.
This would make it easier for themselves famous all over
Mrs. Jim Boone; Shawn hers,
da driven by Larry K. Manning
Grand Master of the A. F. &
cities
to
Kentucky
annex
bounbeyond
and
its
outlying
areas
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J.
of Puryear, Tenn.. and a 1961
A. K. of the State of Illinois for
because owners of remote land daries. A new President is now Dodge
two years.
four door sedan driven
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 35e.9, Manning Hiers; Karen Jones,
could
be offered taxes based directing the University'eractivAccompanying Mr. and Mrs.
by Joan G. Wilson of Nashville,
0.5; below dam 305.0, down daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob- on city
services rendered.
ities and I shall have to say that Tenn.
ert W. Jones,
Ross was J Oscar Clem of Lou0, no gates open.
The
amendment
will
nothing
but
about
him,
know
be
I
voted
Police said Manning was goisville, the Director of the MidBarkley Lake: 7 a.m. 359.9, Susan Valentine, daughter of on
as one issue. However, ar- knowing Murray people as I
ing south on Highway 121, and
south Region, Loyal Order of
p 0.4; .below dam 305.9, down Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Valentine;
guments
are
divided
III follows. do, I em sure that he is all that the Wilson car was enterLee Ann Boone, daughter of
.3.
the Moose.
Arguments
for farm use as- right or they would not have ing Highway 121 heading
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr.;
Ross gave an informative talk
Sunrise 5:54; sunset 7:52.
north
Amy Clark, daughter of Mr. and sesament: Owners of farms near acepted him.
from driveway when the veon the progress and goals of
Moon rose 2:41 a.m.
cities are being forced to give
The cool headedness and for- hicles collided.
the Moose following the dinner.
up farming because farm in- ward- looking qualities of the Damage
1Centinued On Page Tess'
to the Honda was
At the conclusion he congratucome
will
not
support
taxes citizens of Murray always ap- on the front and to the Dodge
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
lated outgoing Governor George
based
on
potential
LOULSWILF Ky. aype
development pealed to me. Here is expecting On the left front door and windHodge for his leadership and
CORRECTION
values; farmers near develop- that the future holt much Shield
The live-day Kentucky weather
contributions to the Murray
ments would pay the same tak- more for Murray University
outlook. Saturday through WedLodge and to the Loyal Order
The Calloway County Histor- es as farmers in remote
areas than the past gave to Murray
NOW YOU KNOW
nesday.
of Moose, and presented to him
ical Society meeting reported who have the same
type of State College.
Temperatures will average 4 in last night's Ledger &
he gavel used by him during
Times farmland.
Sincerely,
by United Press International
to 8 degrees below the normal was in error The Society will
he time he was in office.
Shown pressmen, te Georg* Hodge (left) the gavel usArguments against farm use
The three official languages ad by him during the past year as Governor
James William Jewell,
4-88 highs and 50-59 lows.
The Loyal Order of 111oose
meet Thursday, May 15, rather
of Murray Moose
property
of the Socialist Federal Re- Lodge 2011 Is Past Supreme Governor
Ph.D. Professor
Rainfall will average up to a than Thursday, May a. The Led- asseiement: Other
was founded in Louisvil
in
of the Loyal Order of
owners
would
have
to
make
up
public of Yugoslavia are Serbo- Moose, Harold D. Ross. Seated
of Literature,
alt inch mostly early next ger and Times regrets this er888 and now has over one milare,
from
left
to
the
amount
lost
right.
J.
in
farmland
k Barbee-Scotia College
Croatian, Slovenian, and MaceOscar Clem, Moue MIdsouth
ion members. James H. Mcror
and Nob**
(Continued On Pegs Ten)
Regions/
Lodge Oweerner James H. NteKInnev. Director,
Kinney is--now serving as gayConcord, North Carotin donian.
rnor of the Murray Lodge.

Claude Youngblood
Dies Wednesday;
Former Countian

arrantv

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, May 9, 1969
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Murray
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In Our 90th Year

Registration For
Dog Training Set

AOPi Sorority To
Aid In Arthritis
Drive Saturday

Letter To Editor

Dennis W. Morgan
Enlists In Navy

Vehicle Collision
Reported Thursday

.
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Moose Has
Dinner For
Dignitaries

Saundra Edwards
Is Oaks Medalist
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Is Ignorance an
Excuse?

It takes more than 100 volumes.
NATIONAL RZPRISENTATIVZS: WALLA
W/Tellt 00., 1Se
!Lachman Ave. Memphis, Tenn.; Time ils Life Bidg. New York, 31.T. e.ch one boo. to describe what
the American law is today. ViewStephenson Bade, Detroit, Mich.
ing this mass of material, you may
liniered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranoni
skm es well quaver at the thought that
theiond Clam Matter
every person is preowned to katetv
the law—that ignorance of the law
SUBSCIPTION RAT= By Carrier in Murray. per
week 2150. per is no excuse.
Month $1.32. In CaLioway and adjoining counthea, per year.
ile.110;
Is that true? Are you really supZoom 1 at 2. 013.00; Ilsewhere $14100. All service aubscriptions SUL
posed to know everything in those
books'
"The Ontalandleg Civic Am& et a Canammity is the
No—not in any absolute sense.
Intagrby atIt. Newapapae
For one thing. you cannot fairly
be expected to know about laws
FRIDAY — MAY 9, 1969
that are totally unrelated to your
own activities. A New York pedestrian. crossing Broadway. need not

•••'*-*!*
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Ten Years Ago Today
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•

LEDGER A TULL'S FILE

'oar

Pat Darnell, Miss Diane Elkins, Beale Cannon, Willie Jackson,
Kenneth Workman, Nancy Westerfield Crass, Mary Nell Myers
Julie West, Del Douglas, and Sidney Easley, all of Murray and
Calloway County, woo awards at the Honors Day event held at
Murray State.
Tommy Lassin2r of Murray Training School and Charles Olcham
of Almo Senior Club were named district junior winners in the Team
demonstration event held at the 4-H District Rally at
Mayfield.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry was guest speaker at the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
The Murray Grade School spring festival was held last night be aware oftlse jaywalking rules
sprier the direction of Mrs. Bobby McDougal.
in Pasadem.
Furtherisidre: your ignorance of
the law may he an excuse if you
are accused of a crime that requires a specific guilty intent. Consider this case:
A landlady, noticing ink stain
LeDGEZ A M1E8 FILE
on the rug in a boarder's roan.
•
took possession of his radio.
DealliViCielfild leafare. Charbie—I:11/11llixiii,-lie T4, of planned to hold it until he paid
Hazel,IRMO V. Jones, age 65, of Kirksey and Mrs. Zora Hopkins for the dartrage to the rug. But he
of Murray
Two, age 75, and Miss Naomi Maples, former promptly.' retaliated by having her
teacher in Ilte college training school here, at Phoenix, Arizona. arrested on a charge of theft.
In court, the landlady pleaded
Fire Chief W. 0. Spencer willspeak at the meeting of the Western
Kentucky Firemen's Association at Owensboro on May 10-11. ignorance of the law, saying she
had honestly thought she had a
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Hood, Sr., announce the marriage of their
right to take the radio. And the
daugeter, Hazel An, to Bill Fttrgerson
son of Mrs. G. W. court decided she could
not be
Furgerson, the ceremony was rend on September 1, 1948, at con.toed
of theft, because she
Jeffersonville, Ind.
lacked the specific guilty intent
The collection taken at services Sunday at the First Baptist called for in that crime.
Church for the financing of a new educational building adjoining
Still, the rule that ignorance is
the church amounted to $20,100, according to Dr. H. C. Chiles. no excuse does apply in the vast
majority of cases. Our whisk syspastor.
tem of criminal justice would fall
apart if the excuse of ignorance—
so easy to claim, so hard to disprose—nere to be generally accepted.
For example. imagine the chaos
if every motorist who had been
caught speeding could escape pant
ishrnent by saying:
"1 did go fast, Your Honor. but
1 didn't realize that speeding was
.tgainst the law."
True, the ignorance rule may be
hard on the occasional individual
who really did not know he was
breaking the law There is some
harshness in punishing a person
who, as one judge put it, "stumbles
over an edict in the dark."
But for the sake of practical law
-enforcement, some unfairness cannot be avoided. Said Oliver
Wendell Holmes:
-Justice to the individual is outweighed by larger interests on the
other side of the scales."
An Amerkan Bar A—
Se seek.foam by Wel hanswd.
z 1969 American Bar Association

EXPLOSION RIPS CITY GARAGE Buses are crushed after a violent explosion blasted
a
Chicago Transit Authority garage. Six of the injured
were hospitalized and damage was
estimated at 5150,000. Propane gas fumes were blamed.
DARTMOUTH STUDENTS are shown taking over the administration building at the Hanover. N.H., college,
which they
didn't hold after a couple of hundred riot police moved
in.

1

20 Years Ago Today

I.

a

..5
4
•4
4
4
5
5

PURDUE STUDENTS lose a takeover of the university administration building in Lafayette. :nd , as police
spray. mace.

I
(

KENT STATE students demonstrate with placards and voice
at the university administration building in
Kent. Ohio, because 57 students were suspantied over an
SDS breakin.

'5

5

Web

agyym egutF On a state yoga to Austria,
British Queen
Elizabeth slips an apparently aching foot from
her shoe at
a session of Parliament in Vienna At the ng-h
t is Alfred
Maleta, president of Parliament
leribielskoto)

ARTERS

if3i33.0r;ir

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN students mill about as Madison's Mayor William Dyke speaks to them over
a bullhorn
There were a hundred arrests and 66 injuries
during a continuing argument over holding an off-campus
demonstration.

The maximum interest rate
for GI loans was increased to
72 percent effective January 24,
1969. This increase in thepermitted interest rate applies to both
guaranteed loans and VA direct
loans, Olney B. Oyez, Manager
of the Louisville Veterans Administration Regional Office, pointed out today.
Guaranteed loans are obtained
by veterans from private lenders
and the VA guarantees to the
lender against loss tm to 60 per;
cent of the loan not to exceed
$12,500.
Direct loans of Government
funds are those made by the
VA to the veteran and cannot
exceed $17,590. VA direct boas Ix boss*
are available thmeghOat Kir
tucky except in Boyd, Boone,
its eree that left Clearview High School near
Kenton, Campbell, Jefferson, FaLorain, Ohio,
in this shambles broke out after
25 Negro 'students were
yette and Henderson counties and
suspended for a vandalizing rampag through
the metropolitan areas of Hope
the halls.
Police fig-lire arson as they estimate $.S00.00
kinsville, Paducah, Elizabethto0 damage.
wn, Radcliffe, Bowling Green,
Owensboro, Frankfort, George- of Kentucky
is 01,000 and about gram and other veteran benefits.
town, Versailles and Winchester 8,000 Viet
Nam Era veterans The telephone number is 502-582Veterans of World War II, the are returning
yearly to civilian 58ll.
Korean Conflict and of Viet Nam life in Kentuck
y. It is
Era service has basic eligibility that a substant
ial numberof these
10k C.ORRiCf
for VA direct loans except those veterans will
take advantage of
whose time limit has been rea- the VA loan
programs to purchached since their discharge from se a house.
active military service.
DAY OR tstit,ii
Since the direct loan program
unds are available for
direct
started, 11,597 direct loans have loans,
Owen added.
been made in Kentucky, amounting to $97,470,2'75. During calenVeterans may write, visit or
dar year 1968, the VA made 197 telephon
e the VA. Regional Offdirect loans to Kentucki vetera- ice,
1405 West Broadway, Louisns, the total amount being $2,- ville,
Kentucky 40201, for further
389,000. The veteran population informat
ion on te VA loan pro-

anticipated

TIME and
TEMP(RATIIRE

AU. IN THE FAMILY Sworn in at City Hall
in Newark NJ
new police officer Joseph Hollow
-ay tient is greeted by
four other officers, all met-i•lie-m of
Ma family from lefti.
brother Herbert father James;
father-in-law William Lie
nd coition Raydell Scroggine.

WALLIS DRUG

Mur
ray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQU

4

Maximum
Rate On Vet
Loans Is 71%

Almanac
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ry and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1502, Christopher Columby United Press InternatIonsl bus set sail from Cards. Spain,
Today is Friday. May 9, the on the fourth and last trip ts)
129th day of 1969 with 236 to the New World.
follow.
In 1926, Commander Richard
The moon is between its last Byrd and Floyd Bennett became
quarter and new phase.
the first men to fly over the
The morning stars are Venus, North Pole.
Mars and Saturn
In 1046, King Emmanuel
The evening stars are Mercu- of Italy abdicated. The throne
By
was yeilded to hit son, Crown
Prince Humbert.
HOLLYWOOD UPI.The sharp run Show, the Lucille Ball proLest year Russian troops beslip of televised movies in the gram and "The Beverly Hillbill- gan moving near
the Czech
ratings is indicated by the fact ies."
border. The Czech president
that not one of the weekly lineups
The next 10 were the Red Skel- said his nation would
confirm
V
of motion pictures placed among ton series, "Mission: Impossib- its reforms
.
the season's top 30 series.
le," "Bewitched," "My Three
A thought for the day —
A list of the top 40 prime Sons," The Glen Campbell Show, French
playwright Corneille
time network series of the 196.6- "Ironside," "The Virginian," said,
"Do your duty, and leave
"The
FBI," "Green Acres" and
E9 season reveals the movies'
the rest to heaven."
"Dragnet?.
popularity as follows:
"ICBC-TV's blenday night films
eRanked-right below these
Peal-Basiei
ranked 32nd among all programs. the Walt Disney series, "Dant
la londloed'
CBS-TV's Friday night motiom Boone," the Ed Sullivan Show
ll01.1.1(WOOD (UPI) - Pearl
pictures were 33rd. The same Jackie Gleason, Carol Burnet
returns to movies to conetwork's Thursday movies and "I Dream of Jeannie," the S
star with Beau Bridges in "The
NBC-TV's Saturday night films thers Brothers, Lawrence W
finished in a tie for 34th place. "The Mod Squad" and Dor is Day Landlord- ea %brio+
produtina
And NBC-TV's Tuesday motion
pictures came in tied for 36th.
This accounts for five of the
seven weekly movies series on
the three major commercial telePhone 753-1272
vision networks. The two movie
.. *
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
series that didn't even rank am°.
*
We Have It — We Will Get It —
ng the top 40 entries were the
Or It Can't Be Had
Sunday and Wednesday night fil-r---,
ins of ABC-TV.
Only half a dozen new series
finished in the top 40. They were
"Julia" seventh, the Glen Campbell Shoat/ 15th, "The Mod Squad"
tied for 28th, the Doris Day series 30th, "Lancer" 31st and "The
506 W. Main Street
Phone 753-2621
Good Guys" tied for 36th.
"Julia" is on NBC-TV, "The
Mod Squad" on ABC-TV, and
all the others belong to CBS.
*
vanTODAYd
TV,
The top 10 series for the seas
son were "Laugh-In," "Corner
Pyle," "Bonanza," "Mayberry
R.F.D.," "Family Affair," "Gue
nsmoke," "Julia," TheDean Mae

Slip
Is Seen In
TV Movies

P
§liarp
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753,,-,6363
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Our trouble-shooting sheriff always put his

'finger on it(or in it). Nowonder they call him

THE FASTEST FINGER
IN THE WEST

* Today & Sat. *
-tur
Tr

*

Saturday

illt:;:--- - ---.
ilk'•-..,,,
,,,,.,,,

Was..,•I
Wiens
N Academy
Awards!,.,.
mlictscH '
,vows

,
CHEROKEE PRODUCTIONS Presonts

James Garner
Joan Hackett Walter Brennan
'Support Your Local Sheriff.'
tictnecotos'
...United Artists

P4NAVISION'

SUGGESTED FOR
EVERYONE!!

Imicispin 4.4

--A
taliteli3.11&IA 4.1_1W.11121.12.1s1SL.:4101111

--. LATE SHOW SAT. 11:00 P.M. —
Roman Polanski's "REPULSION"

Features: 1:00 & 7:30
Mm.: Adults $2, Child $1
Sun. - Mon. -

Tue.

WINNER
ACADEMY
AWARDS!
"BEST ACTRESS"

•

SUN. - MON. - TUES.

*

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
Best Supporting Actor—Jack Albertson

.

Metro Goldwyn-Mayer
()resents

Patricia Neal
in Frank 0 Gilroy s
Pulitzer Prize xvinnitua

N. "1'11 iittet
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Metrocolor

• SUGGESTED FOR GENERAL
AUDIENCES 8%

•
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Houston Slips By
bib 9-7 Final Inning

NEW YORK UPI - De Gaulle up there on top and thinks they
hangs 'em tgi and Kosygin feels have a good chance of finishing
it, which makes it pretty much there. Managing even a first
the same way it is in baseball place club has its moments which
where Al Lopez quits and Earl tie a manager's belly up in Imots,
National League
Weaver is one of those hit by though.
the shock waves.
Bast
Last Wednesday produced one,
By JOB CARNICILLI
W. L Pct. GB
Earl Weaver bosses the Balti- of those moments.Southpaw Dave
as Aloe beat out a slow roller
UPI Sports Writer
19 10 .855 more Orioles and right now they'- McNally, a 22-game winner last champ
to abort and Edwards followed
Jesus
Pittsbu
rgh 16 11 .593 2
Alou and Johnny with his two-rum
re going good in first place but year and the ace of Baltimore's
Edwards dropped their powder
12 13 .420 5
that doesn't mean there is no link staff, started against Detroit that Phila.
lead Pitch
putts long enough Thureday "E was a bad
between him and Lopez, a man night with a spotless 3-0 record New Yost 12 15 .444
pitch," Aloe
night to give Bob Skinner fits. confessed when
who left a fourth place club be- and also had a 3-0 lead when he St. Louis II 1.8 .407 7
hiked about his
Montrea
l
10
16
.305
7%
ninth-inning hit. "Up above my
cause of nervous stomach trouble walked the leadoff. man in the
Aiou, who entered the
West
eyes. But I got the bat on the
or between him and Alvin Dark, eighth inning and gave up a single
batting .187, cracked three
W. L Pct. GB
man struggling with a sixth place to Al Kaline.
and drove in three runs, in- ball and got lucky. When you're
18 9 .867 cluding one which tied the hitting .187, you've got to get
club that was able to win only "Willie Horton was up nest Atlanta
Los Angeles 18 11 .593 2
game with two out in the ninth lucky and have some things
three of its first 21 games.
and he has hit eight homers off
San Fran. 18 U .593 2
inning. Edwards, who went in go your way."
"Sympathy isn't exactly the McNally in two years. I knew I Cincin.n
ati 12 15 .444 6
with a .120 average, drove in
right word because in this busi- had to take McNally out but I San
Diego
13 7 .433 6%
"It's about time I started
the decisive runs in the ninth
ness one manager can't really hated to do it with a 3-0 lead," H,oustaa
10 21 .323 1,0
with his second hit as the Hou- pulling my share of the toad,"
feel sorry for another" says Weaver said.
Thursday's Results
ston Astros outlasted the Phil- said Edwards. "I'm not too
Weaver, a brainy little fellow "What did McNally say to you Houston 9 Philadelphia
7
adelphia Phils 9-7 in the only thrilled with this average of
when
with 22 years in baseball.
you whit out to get him?"
.
(
1 TOAST TO THE WINNER!!-Montreal Canadians' Jean Beliveau,left and John
Only game saheduled
Fergus
major league game scheduled. mine."
on
pour
"But I certainly can under- the Orioles' manager was asked.
champagne into the coveted Stanley Cup after defeating the St. Louis Blues
T•day's Probable PItchen
al
Sunday
in
St.
Louis
In tockay's National
stand bow managing could affect "He understood. He sekt_.he
Skinner was extremely upeet
All Times EDT
to win the NHL Stanley Cup finals in four straight games. Ferguson scored
play, San Francisco is at Chi- with
the winning goal
tk e' anybody's health. No, I don't should've never walked thelirst Houston, Lemseter 0-4 at New Sunday.
his Philadelphia bullpen.
cago for a day game and Hou- "Five
-UPI Photo
have ulcers. I holler and let II man up in the inning."
York, Seaver 3-2, 8:06 p. m.
out of our 13 losses are
meets
ston
York,
New
Cincinout."
So Weaver brought in rightCincinnati, Culver 1-3 at
by relievers," said the
nati
Montrea
ro0o0
plays
Atlanta
at.
00030
l,
0oe00
000012wocr000000000000000011111111161106
Lopez Didn't. He kept it all hander Eddie Watt from the bull- Montreal, Grant 1-2, 8:06 p. in.
00000000000000oc, is at Philadelphia, Pittsburgh manager. "The bullpen has only three saves and two of them
Los Anoka, Singer 4-2 at
Inside him and all his fellow pen, Watt threw one pitch, and
plays host to Los Angeles and were in
managers knew IL They also Horton hit a perfect double play Pittsburgh, Ellis 2-2, 8:05 p. in. .04-"--.1114L '`•
lopside
San Diego is at St. Louis in given everyb d victories. I've
Atlanta, Jarvis 1-2 at Philaody a chance and
knew he wasn't lacking for money ball to always reliable Brooks
night
motion.
they just can't get anybody
delphia, Jecluson 3-2, 7:35 p. in.
and the White Sox front office Robinson at third.
Games
Sot
Six
San Francisco, Marichal 4-2
had to persuade him to return
Always reliable Brooks RobinSix wet pima are set for
as manager last summer after son let that perfect double play at Chicago, Hands 9-3, 2:30 p.
the Americus Logue, with New
m.
he had "retired" once before, ball skip right through his legs,
Skinner said he tried to trade
York at Oakland. Boston at
Son Diego, Santorini 1-2 at
"Maybe it sounds funny, one however, and that gave the Tigers
for a reliever, "but the others
C,alifor
nba,
Weilie
ston
at
SeatSt. Lou*, Washburn 2-3, 9 p. 11060000-1.11
manager saying this about anoth- one run•
'
-'---- 001101.111100110001116.101141iiiiiIIISIMelleamsei‘__40_
tle, Minaessis at Detroit, Chi- teams won't give up the good
er, but Al Lopez is one of my
Weaver's stomach churned a m.
cago at Cleveland and Kansas ones and we have enough at
Saturday's Games
favorites," Weaver said in the bit and it did some more when
the other kind.
City at Baltimore.
MOSS FILLS VACANCY
California
9 14 .391
7
"We're keeping a close eye
Baltimore dugout at Yankee sta4 6Bill Freehan blamed a pitch in Houston at New -Yost, night
FUNERAL HELD
The Phils took a 7-3 lead with
an
at
Montrea
Seattle
l, night
8 17 .32k 9
turn Sunday. "For a man to be n his fists over second baseRiche Allen driving in five runs on the kinds at Eugene the
Los
Ang. at Pittsburgh, night
Thursdays Results
maineially independent tike he is, man Dave Johnson's head to make
with his fourth career grand Philie Pacific Coast League
San Franc
No games scheduled
at Chicago
FARMINGTON, Mich. UPI - CHICAGO UPI - The Chicago slam homer and a seventh inn- farm club and there may be
and to have come back like he did it 9-2 before Pete Richert re- San
Diego at St. Louis, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
Funeral services for Eddie Cic- White Sox have named Les Moss, ing single before the Astros some changes made."
bthasse he knew they were in a lieved Watt and struck out Norm
All Times EDT
ofte, a former pitching great , a former major league catcher, rallied for three runs in
bthd at the time, tells you some- Cash, ftnishrng "off the Tigers
Amorkan Lesvos
New York, Stottlemyre 5-1 juL
icago who was barred after to serve as a coach. Moss, who eighth and three more in the
thing about the kind of man hale. for good.
at Osislarui, Dobson 2-3, 10:30
Oast
the 1919 Black Sox scandal, were has served as a scout coach and ninth to win.
• "His job wasn't predicted on
It wasn't that much different
W. L Pct. GB p.
interim manager for the White
15
Houston muted Rick Wise in
..0
winning on losing. He could've Sunday when McNally ran his Baltimore
Boston, Jarvis 1-1 or Nagy conducted Thursday.
20 10 .867
Sox in recent years, fills the the eighth when Denis
Menke
Cicotte
been beaten in a ball game and record to 5-0 in a 5-3 win over Boston
,
v/ho
died Monday at
Capsul
$
&
es
143 at California, Messermnith,
18 10 .615 2
the age of 84, was banned from vacancy let when Don Gutteridge and Doug Rader singled and
said who the hell cares. He isn't the Yankees in the opener of a Wash.
16 13 .552 3% 0.2, 11 p. m.
SEDATIVE
replace
Alou
double
d
FOR
d
retiring
TEMPORA
for
two
RY
Al
runs.
Lopez
as
that kind of man, though. I read doubleheader that Baltimore sw- Detrott
Washington, Coleman 2-2 at baseball after the 1919 World manager.
12 14 .462
RELIEF Of SIMPLE
Alou took third on Edwards'
Series on charges of fixing gama statement where he got beat, ePTNew Wet 12 16 .429
Seattle,- Barber 0-1, 11 p.
NERVOUS TENSION
infield out and scored on pinch.
Again McNally wasn't around Cleveland
5-4, in 10 innings and said he
Washington, Coleman 2-2 at es. He was 29-7 in 1919 but
4 19 .174 12%
40 UV..cwt..
hitter Gary Geiger's sacrifice
lost
at
the first and third games
the end; again Watt helped
couldn't sleep that eight."
Seattle, Berber 0-1, 11 p.
West
P0s0q11.0004.0. C.Oste
a as
fly.
isariamar
IL 04
Weaver took over the Orioles him out and again Richert sealMinnesota, Chance 2-0 at De- of the series to Cincinnati.
W. L. Pct. GB
Norm
Miller
opened
5050004
the
100
BRUINS
ninTRADE
D
Minn.
troit, Wilson 1-3, 9 p.
17 8 .680
after the all-star break last seas- ed off the final threat.
th with a single and one out
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUGS
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
Chicago, John 2-0 at CleveNaturally, there was that knot Oakland
16 10 .615 1%
on sad brought them home in
Weer, reliever Gary Wagner
$1.49
Kan
City
land,
Elbrworth 0-1, 7:46 p. m.
14 12 .538 3%
place. Now he has 'em in Earl Weaver's stomach again.
walked
Curt
Blefary
GUILDFORD, England UPI
BOSTON UP!. Veteran winger The tying run erminedand Rader.
Chicago
Kama City, Drago 1-0 at
10 11 .471 5
the
plate
Patti Hogan, Tory Ann Fret Tom Williams and rookie defen-!
Bore, Phoebus 3-0, 8 p.
and Mary Ann Eisel all advance sernan Barry Gibbs were traded,..
Saturday's Gaines
into the third round of theSurrey Tuesday by the Boston Bruins
New York at Oakland, night
"The Best In Service. . . Best of Gasol
ine front
Hardcourt tennis championships, to the Minnesota North Stars.
Boston at California
Tom Gorman of Seattle won The Bruins will receive MinnWashington at Seattle, night
his second round match against esota's first amateur pick in the
iikmesota at Detroit, night
NEW YORK UPI - The 26 me his superman role
shortly get of the two leagues in 1970. Chicago at Cleveland,
M. Baleson of South Africa 5-7, draft and a player to be named
Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
night
National and American Football In order to solve the
Trimmed down to its simplest Kansas City
sport's
8-6,
6-4.
later.
Max MeCulstou • We Give Treasure Chest Stautps
at
Baltimo
re,
night
League club owners and their most pressing problem.
form, the realignment will conAmerms.
•
representatives met again today
sist of three NFL teams moving
in Commissioner Pete Rozellees
Rosalie, who has shown an ab- into the AFL in order that
both
offices in another attempt to ility to "get tough" during his leagues, or confere
nces as they
tackle the elusive realignment nine years in office, indicated will be called
beginning in 1970,
issue.
Thursday night he might be for- each have 13 teams.
While serving as an amiable ced to step in by Saturday if
But, which three? That is the
host to the feet-dragging owners, the club owners have not reached question the NFL
owners have
Rosalie, the usually mild -mann- agreement on the realignment been grappli
ng with, on and off,
ered bossman, may have to assu- which must accompany the mer- for 11 days
during which time
they have failed to reach any agreement,
A 12th meeting was set for
WE ARE GOING TO MOVE EVERYTHING FROM
today in the hopes the stalemate
OUR LOT. NOW IS THE TIME TO GET
could be resolved. A ciantinuous
YOUR NEW EQUIPMENT AT SPECIAL LOW PRICE
S.
WE HAVE SOLD OUR BUILDING
11-hour meeting Thursday failed
AND LOT AND Vial BE MOVING SOON. LOOK
to produce any concrete results
OVER OUR STOCK NOW & SAVE.
but Roselle said he was more
with SLAW
STOVEP
IPE
confident than last week that the
CULTIVATOR
owners could reach some sort Of
DISCOUNT
10,000 FT. ROLLS .
agreement by the weekend.
Ott ALL CULTIVAANt
____
Reg.
SPECIAL $630 BALE
$1 2.1547sias
SIGN THREE
PAIR
GET YOUR SUPPLY NOW
sr
I
NEW AC 4 ROW ,,FOLDUP
NEW 1 ROW NEW IDEA
NEW 190XT
GREEN BAY UPI. The Green
Bay Packers announced the signing Thursday of three 1969 draft
choices.
Reg. $1695.00
Reg. $9475.00
Signing National Football LeaSALE
SALE
gue
SALE
FIVE POINTS
contracts were Doug Gos••116 nell, a defensive tackle
from
Utah State, Graig Kansan, a
USED D-17,,
SER. III
USED D-15
NEW D-21 DIESEL
linebacker from Doane Neb. and
Dick Hewis, a pass receiver
from Drake.
Was $2950.00
Was $1995.00
Was $13,850.00

-1

T•••

1.
e
m

*.

ant explosion blasted a
pitalized and damage was
e blamed.

and Jupiter.
3n this day in history:
In 1502, Christopher CoJuni
set sail from Caidz, Spain,
the fourth and last trip hi
New World.
In 1926, Commander Richert]
rd and Floyd Bennett became
e first men to fly over the
rth Pole.
In 1946, King Emmanuel III
Italy abdicated. The throne
s yeilded to his son„1111
nce Humbert.
Lost year Russian troops be.
moving near the Czech
rder. The Czech president
id his nation would continin
reforms.
k thought for the day !nch playwright Corneille
I. "Do your duty, and leave
rest to heaven."

FOR

• •

id Bade,
'Landlord' /101.1.YWOOD (UPI)- Pearl
ley returns to movies to cowith Beau Bridges in Ifie
.11ord for %brier+ produr-

•

mood

AFL- NFL Meetings Continue

DRUG

-1272
, SPECIALTY
*
t-Or It Can't Be Had

•

an Co.
QUA

RTERS

Phone 753-2621

r TODAY *
And Saturday

riff always put his
'onder they call him

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE

CZ
C
A 11 J PY
1A
11NT SALE

•

FARM EQUIPMENT

3-Day Special!!

FISH

•

BALER TWINE

_ _45
HAMBUR5f1
BASKET_ _ _ _ _ 4
5

BASKET-

_

- 3 DAYS ONLY

--ROTA HOE
1""71°' $575.00

COLLIE'S DINER

•

PUBLIC NOTICE
HICKS
TV AND APPLIANCE
Hardin, Ky.

MS P,esents

We have thousands of Items of Surplus Stock
which must be disposed of. To accomplish
this we are having a giant

SURPLUS

,AL

11:00 P. M.EPULSION"

• TUES.

*

RD WINNER
Jack Albertson

L AUDIENCES s'

LIQUIDATION

until sold all this fine merchandise
including .

Air Conditioners - Ranges
Refrigerators - Freezers
Televsions - Stereos
Power Mowers - Tiller
Guns - Ammunition
Fishing - Sporting Goods
Will be sold at a Fraction Of Its
Value. A n y Reasonable Offer
Will Be Accepted.
SCISSOR SHARPENING
BONANZA
Reg. Scissors
29(
Pinking Shears
719e
FACTORY

•

INDIANAPOLIS UPI - Mario
Andretti turned in the top lap
speed of 166.451 miles per hour
Thursday in rain-delayed trials
for the Indianapolis 500.
Only 15 cars ran as rain held
up trials for over three hours.

SALE

HOLIDAY
RESTAURANT
DELICIOUS

Bar-B-Que

RIBS
•
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
•
Come in and try our
delicious Bar-B-Que
Ribs

Now Open
7 a.m. to JO p.m.
Aurora, Ky.

•

John & Vera Taylor

CORN PICKER
$1300.00
,

TRACTOR
$2350.00

SALE

NEW NO TILL AC

PLANTER
$1695.00

$11,400.00

NEW AC 3 PT.

DISC HARROWS
$565.00
$645.00

8 FT. 8 INCH SALE

SALE

I.

USED AC 0.14 - A-1 CONDITION

TRACTOR
$1295.00
SALE $99 •
Was
5

00

SALE

TRACTOR
$9850.00
USED 4 ROW AC

COMBINE

13 Ft. Head Robot Cab
Was $15,200.00
SALE

NEW KARAUSE

- 10 FT.

TRACTORS
$1550.00

TRACTOR
$6950.00

G. GLEANER

Was $2390.
SALE

25%
;SWEEPS

FINDER
$10.95

Was

$69
P
5.LANTER
00

$500.00

SALE

6 FT. BAR

8 FOOT

GRADER BLADE
MOWERS
$440•00
$197.00
,
A GLEANER
TRACTOR
Was $265.00

Was $635.°43
SALE

-

SALE

USED 801 FORD

A-1 Condition
Was $1295.00
SALE

$1095.00

NEW
10 FT. HEAD, ROBOT CAB.
R.C. TIRES - SPREADER
Was $11,250 00
SALE

$8450.00

Chenoweth Motor & Implement Co.

West Wood Street
COME BY TODAY

ALLIS CHALMER & NEW IDEA DEAL
ER
Paris Tennessee
•

i.

•

,

•••••
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•
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Mrs. Clegg Austin
Hostess For Meet
Of Group I CWF

Group I of the Christian W
men's Fellowship of the First
Christian Church met in the
beautiful new home of Mrs.
Clegg Austin on the Lynn
Grove Road on Tuesday, May 6#
ism
••••
...•••••• ••••• •INO••••••
•Al•••
at ten o'clock in the morning.
Mrs. William Seale, chairman,
presided. Mrs. E. S. Diuguid,
chairman of the nominating
committee, announced the slate
of new officers as follows:
Mrs. John Quertermous, chairFriday. May 9
The Wranglers will have a man; Mrs. 0. B. Boone, vicehorse show for members only chairman; Mrs. Henry Fulton,
at seven p.m. Spectators are secretary and treasurer; Mrs.
U. C. Ellis and Mrs. H. J. Brywelcome.
an, service chairman; Mrs. Ri•• •
By Abigail Van Buren
The North Murray Homemak- chard Miller, librarian; Mrs. Ed
ers
Club will meet at the home Diuguid, Mrs. W. C. Duncan,
DEAR ABBY - After putting my husband [whom I'll call
of Mrs Bailey Biggins at 1:30 and Mrs. William Seale, telephone committee.
"as") thru medical school and iteraship, we separated
Eighteen persons were pre•••
bemuse of a girl I'll call -Nancy." Jba married her as soon as
nt.
the bk was dry on the divorce pepsin. We have three beeutiftll
•••
The Girls Auxiliary Mother
arbsol-age children, whom rye dine gay beet to rabe without a
Daughter Banquet, sponsored by
About 100,000 cancer pabitbar. Jim has helped some finanaidll, bot not a whole lot.
the Woman's Missionary So- tients died last year who might
I Ire ,or bothered Jim aid Nancy In any way. My
ha% e been saved by earlier and
ciety of the Elm Grove
problem is that /bra keeps pIdebg ma,identifying herself as
Church will be held at then better treatment says the Amera friend of Nosey's, bet I knew ber voice. Sloe warns me that
church at 6:30 p. to. This will ican Cancer Society
be a potluck meal.
Nancy is going to kill my children edema they're away at camp
•••
this summer.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 10
I have told Jim about tho. and he doesn't seem worried. I
Hostesses will be Mesdames
The
Boots and
Slippers Wells
must admit, I am frightened, ant if Jim islet worried, should I
Purdors, Z. C. Eats, MorSquare
Dance
Club
will
have
a
be'
gan Sisk, Allen Rumen, and
at
dance
the
American
Legion
Do you think Fought to send the diildrea to suminercamp
building at eight p.m. with Bill Richard On.•••
CHARLESTON, S. C.
as - planned?
Dunn as caller. All square danThe Theta Department of the,
cers and spectators are invited
DEAR CHARLESTON: The polka and phew erdeparey will
Murray Woman's Club will mek
attend.
to
co•Perate with yea In genies pedalo prod drat time eels are
at the club house at 6:30 p.m.
• ••
teem Nancy—If imbed they see. Yen tellI mod Ilds before
A bake sale will be held in for a patio tarty. Hostesses are
PROM QUEEN — Miss Rita Harris, daughter of Mr.
preceedieg ANUS"ho sivel.jat
_WAIN- If be
'
downtown Hazel starting at nine Mrs. A. G. Wilson, Mrs. Ben
and Mrs. Marvin Harris, lunior at Murray High School, Is
Trevathan,
and
essitiaaes esswombil. end we• de NOW In step the
Miss
Martha
a.m., sponsored by the Hazel
pictured as she is bating crowned Prom Queen by last year's
Guier.
harassment, than ankthe autherlies Its Mervin*.
Woman's Club.
queen, Miss Debbie Edmonds. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
•• •
•••
Edmonds, at the Junior-Senior Prom held at the Student UnTuesday, May 13
The men's and women's bee
ion Building on Friday, May 2.
DEAR ABBY: I am presently living idan aid folks' home.
Murray
Photo by ('hart... Toth.
Star
Chapter
No.
433
ketball
teams
of the Kirkse)
There is a gentleman here who I love. 1st. He can't hear,
PTA will have a potluck sup Order of the Fignern Star will
so I can't tell him. He can't see, so I can't write him. What can
sponsors are Mrs. G. T. Lilly,
per at the school at 6:30 p. m observe Friendship Night at the
I do?
ELLEN
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m. Mem• ••
•
Mrs. Bob Brown, Mrs. Evon
The Captain Wendell Oury bers are asked to bring sand.
Orr, Jerry Shelton, Leon
DEAR ELLEN• What eats HE do,
Chapter of DAR will meet at wiches, potato salad or potato
and Robert Newcomb.
MISS MARY HURN
The music was by the Masthe Triangle Inn at noon with chips, cake or cookies.
•• •
DEAR ABBY: I am 16 and have gone steady with this gay
Mrs. Wesley Waldrop as hosThe Murray High School Jun- ks.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene William Burn announce the engageI'll call Jeff, for nearly a year. We are very meek it bye and
•• •
The Paris Road Homemaktess.
ior-Senior
Prom was held on
ment
and
approaching
marriage
of
their daughter, Mary, to Don
ers Club will meet at the home
•••
now I think I'm pregnant. I am not positive biome I havial
Friday evening, May 2, at the
Walker Korte, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker Korte, 1712
of Mrs. .Eldridge Gee.
been to a doctor yet, but I'm almost sure I am.— Monday, May 12
Student Union Building at MurNorth Alanton, Virginia Beach, Virginia.
•• •
A practice for officers of'
Jeff says he will marry me as 900D as we.graduate from
Miss Hurn received the Bachelor of Science Degree from
The Progressive Homemak- ray State University.
high school. (We're both juniors I
the College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, in June Murray Star Chapter No. 433 ers Club will meet with Mrs.
Miss Rita Harris, daughter of
Order
of
the
Eastern
Star
will
Ever since I told Jeff that I think rm pregnant I have 1968. She is currently doing graduate
The Woman's Missionary SocMr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris,
George Britt at seven p.m.
study at Southern Illinois be held at seven p.m at
the
begun to doubt his love. He says if I am pre(nant, when I tell University, Carbondale, Illinois. and expects to
was crowned as Prom Queen iety of the lEirksey -Baptist
•••
receive the Mas- Masonic Hall.
my folks I should put the blame ili some 'snag:Mart-person SD ter of Science Degree in August. She is a member of Gamma
The Lynn Grove Homemak- by last year's queen, Miss Deb- Church met at the church on
•••
as not to cause hard feelings between him and my folks. net Phi Beta social sorority and of Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa
Club will meet with Mrs. bie Edmonds, daughter of Mr. Thursday, May 1, at seven o'ers
The Suburban Homemakers
and Mrs. Billy Edmonds.
clock in the evening.
Phi scholastic fraternities. Miss Hum will teach in the Paducah,
way it will be easier for us to continue ow relationship.
Bobby
Kemp.
Club will meet with Mrs. Dwain
Miss Harris was presented
Mrs. Michael Sykes was in
• ••
Jeff says he really loves me but be's looldng out for what is Zantucky, School System next year.
spencer, 804 Sunny Lane, at
with a doeen red roses by the charge of the program.
Mr. Korte is a student at the College of William and Mary
The
Dunn
Arra
Circle
best for us. What do you think?
of
the
seven p.m.
WONDERING
Persent and
participating
4 and will receive the Bachelor of Science. Degree in June. He is
Hazel United Methodist Church junior class president Bus
•••
ham following the Grand March were Mesdames W. A. Erwin,
DEAR WONDERING: I think yawl better see a lieeise, a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon and Phi Mu Alpha fraternities.
will
meet
church
at
the
at
two
The Calloway County Gene
led by Witham and his date, Jim Washer, Jackie Tress, Jack
and if you suspicions are eibilrmal. tel Jeff that yea aidir He will enter Graduate School, Murray State University. in Sepogical Society will have a p.m.
Miss Connie Lowry,, find the senDavid Brasher, Bub Dar•••
tember.
swing In tell year parents the whole truth. And whether yew as
T ncheon tat
olidity
Inn at
Pasco end nell) and Dan Edwards.
The wedding will be at four o'clock in the afternoon on
The Bessie Tucker Circle If ior president,
pregnant at set, de yourself a big favor and forget that bib
noon. M. 0. Wrather will be
.At the April meeting Mrs.
Saturday. June 8, at the First Presbyterian Church. Murray.
the First United Methodist his date, Jennie Barker.
weasel.
the speaker•
"Starlite Serenade" was the Max Sledd, missionary to NigerChurch WSCS will meet with
•• •
theme of the banquet with blue ia, was the guest speaker. She
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority Mrs. John T. lrvan, 306 North being the dominant color
DEAR ABBY: I have a rummer brother 1169 from a very
for gave a most interesting talk on
will meet at the Community 10th Street, at 9:30 a.m. with the decorations.
Their work there.
early age showed an interest 1~I.Whim linefeir
Mrs. B. H. Cooper as cohostem.
'Center at 7:30 p.m.
The refreshment table was
Members and guests attend• ••
taught us girls to knit, my briber pleaded to isern, tek
•••
overlaid with a white satin cloth ing were Mesdames Thyra CrawMother turned him away, saying,"Boys don't do sin&
Circles
the
of
First
Baptist
'The South Pleasant Grove
with net with two shades of ford, David Brasher, W. A. ErThe Murray Senior Citizens worth at the piano
My brother finally went his way—or so we thought. Law
Homemakers Club will meet at Church WMS will meet as fol- blue ribbon running crosswise win, R. W.
,
Blakely, Jackie
lows:
I
with
Mrs
Charles
Merhe came to us with some tiny ganomits IMO be bad Wend Club held its regular meeting
the
home
of
Mrs.
Autry McMrs. Sharpe, nefaly elected
cer at 9:30 arnu II with Mrs. with silver glitters stars. The Trees, Junior Compton, Jack
for our dolls. They were beaded! Reload =that he had need at the Community Center on president, announced a picnic Reynolds at one p.m.
floral arrangements of blue and Cain, Isaiah Trees, Max Sledd,
•• •
Vester On at Lake Cottage at
TOOTHPICKS became Wntn. wediet let him me her Friday, May 2. A potluck lun- to be held at the Land Between
white mums flanked by blue and Misses Cindy, Cilia, and
cheon was served at noon with the Lakes on
10
a.m.,
with
Ill
Mrs. Howard
The Mettle Bell Hays Circle
knitting needles.
Friday, June 6.
candles in silver candelabra. Ginger Compton.
sit
Mrs. Jesse Houston Roane giv- Members and
guests are to of the First United Methodist Guthrie at 2:30 p.m., and W Mrs. Fred Schultz and Mrs. KU
•• •
Today my brother is an malittered alcoholic. Had he been ing the invocation.
with
Mrs.
Edgar
at
Pride
two
Church
WSCS
will
meet at the Community Center
meet at the
Alexander presided at the
allowed to develop an obvious talent instead of being shamed
The club celebrated its first at ten am
p.m.
_
.
Each one is asked to social hall at 7:30 p.m.
punch bowls.
and brutally discouraged, he might have been a happy anniversary and was honored
• ••
•••
bring a picnic lunch. TransporThe other tables for the
contributor in some creative Belt
by committee members repre- tation
Wednesday,
May 14
The Bethany Sunday School
will be furnished.
guests to be seated were deDo we fault gifted designers, or interior decorators or hair senting the different departThe Harris Grove HomemakClass of the First Baptist
corated in the same shade of
Members attending were Mr
ments of the Murray Woman's
•
atylists who have effeminate ways'
Church will meet at the home ers Club wal meet with Mrs. blue. The program covers were
and
Mrs.
Bryan
Club
Tolley,
who
Mr.
with
and
the
assistance
Roger
Humphreys
at
one
p.m.'
Why
warp the productivity of a human being who hoppees
Joe Farmer Orr of Memphis,
w
of white suede.
:• ••
of James C. Williams publish- Mrs. Carl Harrison, Mr. and of ,Mrs. 0. C. Wells at seven
to be "different" for reasons over which they have no control?
Senior sponsors are Mrs. Don- Tenn.. was here Tuesday for
er of the Ledger ai,Times, or- Mrs. 011ie Hale, Mr. and Mrs.
The New Concord Homemak•••
Society would be much better off accepting those talented ganised
ald E. Jones, Mrs. James Dunn, the funeral of his great uncle,
the club last year which Fred Gingles, Mr. and Mrs.
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of ers Club will meet with Mrs. and Mrs. John Belt. Junior Lester (Whitie) Farmer.
men with "girlish ways" than to encourage manly midits.
has. grown tremendously in Owen West, Mr. and Mrs. HenNoel Smith at ten a.m. for a
Very truly yours,
ry Erwin, Mesdames Gladys the South Pleasant Grove Unit- luncheon and field trip.
membership.
• ••
Bryan Tolley, retiring presi- Hale, N3vella Butterworth, JesMRS. H. J. U.
dent introduced the committee sie Houston Roane, Katie Over- ed Methodist Church will meet
The New Hope Homemaker'
Ilierybolly has a problem. 101111% Imre Far a personal members who were Mns Tom cast. Carrie Cole, Essie Bla- at the church at seven p.m.
Club will meet with Mrs. Mich.
•••
POW was In My,/es GM las Isviss. cat. isain,
ael Miller at 1:30 p.m.
and Brawn, Mrs. Nix Crawford, Mrs. lock, Olene Barrow, Maudie
--- Creative
.The
Arts
Departadorn a riampaiVadiaidiraipal aavolife.
Robert Moyer, Mrs George Armstrong, Mildred Sharpe, Au•• •
-ley Lange, Connie Jones, Nor- ment of the Murray Woman's
NIA and Mr. Williams. ••••
The Arts and Crafts Club_
114191.'Maw 1171—
Beve a lovely tveldleV -- During the luncheon the club man Klapp, Wine Mattingly, Club will meet at the club will meet. with Mrs. B. H. CoopowlR In Miff.
with a lun- er at 2:30 p.m.
INN.
was presented a beautifully de- Lela Shackelford, Virgie Clark, house at 9:30
Nos.
carated anniversary cake b v 7dna McReynolds, Jewell Parks, cheon at 11:30 a.m. Make re• ••
the ladies of the Woman's Club. Celia Crawford, Dollie Haley, servations by Friday with Mrs. The Elm
Grove Baptist
Andersen
or Mrs. Ed Over- Church Woman's
Special musical skits were Olive Hagen, Miss Johnnie Mc- Jack
Missionary
presented by Jennie Barker, Callon, Miss Erin Montgomery, bey.
Society will have its general
•• •
Judy Adams, and Tim McKee. Charlie Marr, Ivy Culver, 0. W.
meeting at the church at 1:30
The Sigma Department of the P.M.
Bingo was played with prizes Harrison, and Lemon Neale.
Murray
Woman's
Club
will
meet
being donated by Mrs. Brown
Guests were Tim McKee, JenMr. and Mrs. Weser Allen
who provided the entertain- nie Barker, -Judy Adams, James
Burkeen, 2011 East\ 11 Mlls
The
home
of
Mrs.
Buddy
Dod# ment. The usual group singing C. Williams, Mesdames George Artie Guthrie, Nell Diuguid
Road, Royal Oak, Midi, are the
parents of a son, Keith Allen, son on Story Avenue was the was lad by Charlie Min accom- Hart, Nix Crawford, Robert Mo- Andrus, Louise Chapman. Effie
weighing six pounds 13% oun- scene of a bridlitear held' panied by Mrs. Novella Butter- yer. Tom Brown, Hazel Locke, Watson, and Huntus Ranks.
Humces, born on Thursday, April In honor of Kiss
TO
A NON DAIRY PRODUCT
24 at the Art Center Hospital, phreys, bride-elect of Larry T.
Ragsdale, held oi Thursday,
Royal Oak, Mich.
Mrs. Vernon Williams is a May 1, at area o'clock in the
grandmother. Great grandpar- evening.
Mrs. Debra moll Mies Cheryl
ents are Mr. and Mn. Rex ByJones were hestmens for the
ers of Murray.
special occasion.
•• •
US/ IN COOKING
Mr. and Mn. Glen T. Aikin, Miss Humphreys wooed her
AND
many
lovely
gifts
and
refreshHale's Trailer Court, Murray,
RAKING
announce the birth of a son, ments were served from a
appointed
table
TOO
James Taylor U, weighing eight beautifully
pounds seven ounces, born on overlaid With a white cloth and
Saturday, May 3, at 3:33 a.m. centered with a spring wrongs.at the Murray-Calloway County meat of flowers.
Seedwiches, cookies, and
Hospital.
The new father is a student Cokes were served. Appointments of silver and crystal
at Murray State University.
A PASTEURIZED HOMOGENIZED.
Grandparents are Mr. and were used in serving. The
A beautiful pin, set
Mrs. James'T. Aiken of West house was decorated with
PRITOUCT FOR
birthstone
the
with
Point and Mrs. Frank Gibing el spring flowers.
COFFEE.
GEREAl AND FRUIT
Twenty persons were present
of each loved one
,Louisville.
or sent gifts.
CONTAINS NO MILK OR MILK FAT
•••
An everlasting gilt that
isrGill ISOM? *515. C OMNI S.OW •.rSk •
1 CA t•
g
•T
Brolly Shoe is the name choall mothers will cherish
SOOruill CAW Ils•
s• ;Apia
•••
pos
•SONY I so Invests,,
1•0000Sfp•es •
sen by Mr and Mrs. Manic Coneiss0
iisto Wit'CMOS% CAIntAGAIN•Pe
and wear with pride
.r.ro
At
ner
is employed with the Hal
Cokep• Mta C•10111•F
ner of Benton Route One for
A I usbibir in It Si F 5 Ster1P4F
their baby boy, weighing seven Perry Construction Company.
Grandparents are Mr. anaq
pounds 10% ounces, born on
gift booxnely
d $12 5°
Monday, May 5, at 1:48 pm. Mrs. Paul Creason of Benton
16 FL Cl. (1 PINT)
SENIOR
CITIZENS
Route
One
and
Eugene Conner
OFFICERS — Left to right, Charlie Merr, song leader; Mrs. Jewell
at the Murray-Calloway County
Parks,
of Hardin. Mr and Mrs. Hal
treeevrer; Mrs. Norman Klapp, assistant secretary and publicity; _Mrs. Virile Clark,
Hospital.
Packed in Ryan new toil Lined
secretary; Mrs. HIldree
prostdo...;•eSryan Tetley, retiring prosidont; Mrs. Kano
They have two other sons. Perry of Benton Route One and
long
114 S 5th Street
life carton. First of Its
Overcast. rMiriai secretary; prod gineses, re tiring treasurer. Mr( Owttarworth, pianist, was
Paul Martin, age seven, aidi Mrs Sadie Creason of Michigan
kind in the U.S.
Murray,
Kentucky
are
the
great
grandpareats.
Troy Steven. age four. Mir. Conabsent when thn-Aninngrill
- -
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CONSIDER
THE ISSUES

•
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Harris, daughter of Mr.
Murray High School, Is
on Queen by last year's
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
held at the Student UnPhoto by Cha..rtea Tubb•
on are Mrs. G. T. Lilly,
Bob Brown, Mn. Evon
Jerry Shelton, Leon Milad Robert Newcomb.
musk was by the Mos-

IN A MILLION small wirlds,
as wail as in
the greet one, our lives become
ever more
complex. There are more of us.
We are
younger, on the average, and more
affluent. Most of us now live In the
cities or
their suburbs. Our attitudes
toward natural resources, m toward so many
other
values, are changing. We are
increasingly
worried about resource quality.
We be
come more particular about
resource
uses. And out of these growing
concerns,
an array of issues has emerged,
requiring
judgment.
For example
With more people in more places
imposing steadily greater demands on
the
limited supply of natural resources, how
can we avoid waste, erosion, fouling,
disorder, and ultimate shortages? Do we
need to modernize our policies and devise
new systems for more effective resource
management?
In our country we advocate private
enterprise and endorse the profit motive.
When conflicts develop between the
care
of resources and the prospect of profits,
how can these conflicts be resolved with
due recognition of the public interest and
the resource owner's legitimate need for
income?
Three-fourths of the land making
up the nation's contiguous 48 states is
privately owned. With the land are all the
interrelated resources of timber, game,
fish, wildlifed much of the water.
Clearly, this Is where the biggest and most
difficult job Ottonservation and resource
development must be performed In the
future. Will we recognize this fact and
gar our programs accordingly? Will we,

among other improvements, develop a
better system of financing that is based
on meeting our oncoming resource needs,
rather than on the amounts appropriated
last year?
The men and women entrusted
with leadership of America's 3,000 conservetion districts are turning the corner
to new areas of broader resource service
to entire communities -- in addition to
agriculture. To progress in this direction,
the leadership must have clear, outspoken
support. Are you prepared to join in
giving it?
Economic adversity persists in
much of the American countryside, sapping the capability for conservation and
resource development. Are we willing to
explore new concepts and try new programs to reinvigorate the countryside?
The counties, towns, and cities of
our nation are confronting increasingly
difficult problems of community service
and protection for the environment.
These are critical tests for local government in our time. How can conservation
districts, along with the public and private organizations associated with them,
use their combined resource knowledge
to establish a more effective towncountry partnership for the common
good?
People are motivated by their aspirations, just as they respond to incentives.
Can we identify the opportunities for
necessary and rewarding conservation accomplishment, place by place, as a prime
basis for continuing resource progress?
Consider these issues. Consider
them well.

HUISON CHEMICAL CO.
4
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FRIDAY — MAY_! 1

Soil Stewardship Week,• nationwide olbsorearee
which places emphasis on man's obligati* to God as
stewards of the soil, water and other related
will be celebrated
, May 11-1 according=
Palmer, Chairman, Caflow,y County Soil Conversation
District.
This year's observance with the theme "Conifromieg
the Issues", underscores the responsibility which oath
citizen has in dealing forthrightly with current WWII 'evolving stewardship of renewable rotund reeourcas. The
Calloway County Soil Conservation District and mate
3000 companion Districts throughout the nation along
with their State and National Associations are sponsoring
the event for the 15th conescutive year.
One of the local events deeigned to encourage widespread recognition of Soil Stewardship Week is• raffia
program at I 2:45 P.M.(DST) Monday, May 12, throug
Friday, May 16. The following ministers will be partióh.
pating in these programs:

e,

Monday — W. T. Jackass, SINAI IFIsositat Genre
Illethedise Clbnitib
Tuesday —
AL Pleine, P
Clottitias Minh,
David leashes,
Thursday
HUI ?tweet,
Friday -- Joinees

mums.
Wednesday —

nwerso
Kiatray SWIM alma%
Ttle and helm alispoliel Clirewl
Maley, Illswilaw Mod and Geed III•spited

Plant Trees/
Grow Jobs

Members of the Calloway County Soil Olnsarfadea
District are: Lowell Palmer, Chronan; Harvekip
cey
Vice-Chairman; Marvin Hill, Seey-Tress; Dan tiii
and Gus, RObeTtOM
.•
lls.
_ Jr•. millsbe

une
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One of the Largest Selections of Guns Is Tetra!
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Farmer Orr of Memphis,
, was here Tuesday for
uneral of his great uncle,
r (Whitie) Farmer.
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Murray,IlLentacky

e Woman's Missionary Socof the Kirksey -Baptist
ch met at the church on
sday, May 1, at seven o'. in the evening.
v. Michael Sykes wee in
of the program.
rsent and
participating
Mesdames W. A. Erwin,
Washer, Jackie Trees, Jack
, David Brasher, Bub Derand Dan Edwards.
the April meeting Mrs.
Sledd, missionary to Niger.
'as the guest speaker. She bf
a most interesting talk on
work there.
!snbers and guests attend
ere Mesdames Thyra CrawDavid Brasher, W. A. Er.
R. W. Blakely, Jackie
I, Junior Compton, Jack
Isaiah Tress, Max Elledd,
Misses Cindy, Cilia, and
,r Compton.
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Soil Stewardship seek - May 11-18

• ••

•• •

-4101,00,1111,zosesawaa..a.

THE SOIL, as many of us have steadily declared, is a
priceless gift of God, indispensable to our well-being and to
the realization of His plans for our growth and service as
part of the great brotherhood of man. This is a basic truth,
and over the years increasing numbers among us have
progressively undertaken in various ways to uphold and
extend it, through positive actions. Our actions of 10 years
ago were more purposeful and better organized than those
of 30 years ago, just as our actions of that time exceeded in
consequence those of 100 and 300 years ago.
Now we come to the end of the 1960s and approach
the 70s. The new circumstances, the new arrangements,
Jemend more. We still look to the soil as the source of our
food, fiber, and wood -- but new requirements, refinements,
and dimensions have been added.
Now, more widely than ever before, we begin to
recognize the infinite variety in the quality and capabilities
of the land that the Lord has entrusted to us. We begin to
recognize, too, the meaning of these variations. Some land
is well-suited for cultivation and crops; other land is not.
Some land is well-suited for the production of trees; °thee
land is not. Some land is well-suited to support housing and
highways; other land is not. Some lands absorb rainfall
readily and recharge underground reservoirs, some are
subject to periodic flooding; some serve us best when kept
wet in the form of marsh or swamp for waterfowl. And
some have qualities that can be Improved by drainage or
irrigation.
Because of their particular location and capabilities,
some lands are ideally suited as places for recreation -- for
hunting, fishing, walking, picnicking --or for perks, or green
space. Other areas can provide the greatest good for the
greatest number over the longest time when used for
grazing, or to collect and yield clear water for our
reservoirs, or as sites for schools, industries, housing, or
airports. In His wisdom, our Maker provided soils of many
kinds, for all our many needs.

Once, when there were fewer of us, we hod ample
supplies of all kinds of soil for all purposes almost
everywhere. That is no longer true -• a fact that too often,
in too many places, we fail to recognize. IA% drape
irreplaceable marshlands essential to weterfovA, try to
cultivate lands unsuitable for the plow, Wild factories in
floodplains, and cover rare citrus and vegetable croplands
with housing and highways.
As we move toward the 1970s, we continue to act,
insofar as the land is concerned, as though we were living in
the 1870s. The waste, present and prospective, is appalling.
Surely our profligate course falls far short of responsible
stewardship in the service of our Maker. We can do better.
Today we have neither an established land policy nor
an accepted land ethic in the United States. We need both.
The land, part and parcel with water and air in the survival
kit of the human race, deserves them. Wise land use, based
on moral standards, scientific knowledge, and rational
management principles, is a national imperative. Among the
resource issues of our time, the development and use ef
land policy and a land ethic must be regarded as urpet.
And we must face it.
HEBREWS 1:19
"It is you Lord, who laid earth's
foundations in the beginning, the
heavens axe the work of your heads."

We Itildief

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

NEITHER CONSERVATION nor mould classillopisam
thrive it an straw:oho* of earaiinued adwalwilto. Or Wee
contrary, they men a prossitImn environment compuerd
vigersat people eflia dmerenteenon, knonteallgt,
in Om Weal, and the SUM
.10111111 ear
nordehle
goek. Out throughoutIa
ens of the Arheriewl weenryside -- where most of our natural resources exit -- that
favorable envirorimnet he. been lacking in one awaY or
another.
Consider that for most of the past 40 years, or more,
rural America has been in trouble. During much of that
tine it has bean in or on the edge of monsoon degion.
tt hag been Wing reeetaisig5ihalesdeelb Of III gong OW
deugtoors to dite cktea. It Mean fame Wet alwitalt alliarost
to the vanishing edam Fero production Itallatelogy has
outrun effeedve manure. Federal commodity pogrom,
dielgreed to support Mile of ben drabs, Mare pilidoeined
ovarian,
hive beer modified FebilltiV. F111•sortfge/
of rumors, the tatiantrysida less flash Wind IPA pare of
nwerobolkse Amide In imilidne op ebb
1011000,
Winos,
Sc and Wylie gernein and the ladlidlndeat
wee pnerslOv veletted to el dad delaStaielee of ate.

Talent, wealth, and manpower have been drained
awry from the countryside, into the cities, creating a
fearful imbalance. This imbalance not only poses grave
questions about the future of our society, its institutions,
and the character of our people, but threatens, in the
process, the sustained and substantial attention to resources
on which our survival and growth depends.
Somehow, this skewed trend must be arrested be
cause it is debilitating on all counts. In no way does it serve
the purposes of the Lord for His children or the resources
He has entrusted to our care for fruitful use.
The renewal and reinvigoration of the countryside is
im *sue of surpassing importance. Its solution is basic to
she attainment of a more reasonable balance between rural
and urban America. In this light, it is no exaggeration to say
that the whole future structure of our country is at stake.
Fortunately, many minds are now being turned to the
teek. It is an undertaking without precedent, demanding
imagination and faith, along with enough boldness to
aipariment and try new concepts and new programs. Are
enough of us prepared to confront this issue?
NH you lend your strength to the effort?

soliderne

and

MtMin 411:10
"Teo dial have Just belianses."

ISAIAH 24:3
"The land shall be utterly
emptied, and utterly spoiled."

••-•

• • ,'
JUDGES 2:111
"And there arose another generation
after them, which knew not the Lord,
nor yet the works which He had done
for IsraeL"
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ST. LIDO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 11th Street
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Evening Worship
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Shakes. Rotas - Sundaes
1206 Chestnut St
Phone 753466:2

"IT'S FINGER LICKIIr GOOD'''

1409 Maul Street

Phone 753-8220

Wm. E. Dodson

Kentucky fried .ekiekeu.

"We Specialize In Hot Pit Barbecue

E. W. Outland, Supt.
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OF CHRIST
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Sunday School
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Worship Service
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Leach's Music
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RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
409 Maple Street
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"Quality Homes at Reasonable Prices"
Phone. 753-3640

Hazel Lumber

Elkins

&

Hazel, Kentucky

ROM °Moline Diane Coster"

Phone 4912-0121
1011101301 Ousear, Ohntt et.

Phone 7U-7575

*WOW
Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Carroll Tire Service

-Foe All Two Fertiliser Needs"
Murray, Ky
Phone 753-1933

Year Unl-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue - i Blk. E. of 8 12th. Phalle 753-1489

Corvette

Holiday

Lanes, Inc.

Bowling At Its Bent - Fine Feed
1415 Main Street

Phone 753-221.e
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d
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Treas Motor

Sales

AMERICAN
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Sholar
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Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.
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Ins Pkaap and Delivery
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Auto
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West Ky. Rural Electric

Complete Auto and Truck Service
209 So. Rh

Claude
Truck

Co-Operative Corp.
i
'
Phone .753-5012

Phone 753-1751

I

Plumbing and Heating
Commercial and Residential
Repairs 67 Installation - Gas de Sevier
501 No 4th
Phone 753-6188

Phone 753-1717

Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co.

Indoor Comfort Center

Massey-Ferguson - Sales & Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

Division of Freed Cotharn Co., Ink.
Heating - Sheet Metal - Alr Conditleining
fith at Chestnut
Phone 753-4832
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Shirley

Improvement Ass'n
Serving Farm Families Since 1036
Industrial Road
Phone 753-2924
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THE STAG SHOP

.
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Florist

Flowers for All °cessions
Member F.T.D.
502 N 4111 St
753-3251

Daniel Boone
Cie

CH4CKEN - BEEF - SHRIMP - FISH. HAM
Open 7 Days - 9:00 cm. ts 11:00 p.m.
• Chestnut Street Inext to

•i iF

75.:-4334

Melugin

Trenholm
'
s Drive-In
filenny Penny Chicken - Pisa - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th & Chestnut . Phone 753-2947

Marine

Holcomb Chevrolet,
Inc.
"re
Where Saks
les and Service Go Together"
--

South 12th Street
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•
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Lynhurst Resort
RA sial Mat Tbesses R.
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Phone 133-31111
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.
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Service Station
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1110.. 84111 WWI
Phalle 755-11111

_

.4"..-Calloway County

Headset's

-

Vaughn

Lines

Daily Service to Memphis and St
Louis

Phone 713-3840

Boone
'
s Incorporated

•

Paschall

Pitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
IbilMillai Ilbsdis & Ready Mk Ceserete

el3eik

Drive-In

Five rants

Service

Restaurant

Aurora. Ky.
Phone 474-2228
Open All Yeas; - 4 a.m. to 10 p.m.
featuring
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish and Bar-B-Q
Ribs

...
Palace

Cain & Taylor Gulf

Ambassador - Rebel - Rambler
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-6448

. Phone 753-3111

Mos 110-11411

or

Mom. °wears
430-011

kastaelky Lake Oil Company
SAM et Sliell 01 ?redacts
Roo Onward
Phone 753-1333

•

•1_

•-.

•
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ROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Len reatek, pt.44er
10:00 a..m.
10:00 amt.
rviano
11:30 p.m.
Mon
7:00 p.m.
)rship
7:10 p.m.
Service ...
ork. IS. Sept.. Pawl Wayne
Valetas Usiess Direeter.

azvxx
THE LEDGER

& TIMES -- 1111111111AT L UWTIJCY

A MOST IMPORTANT
DECISION
CALLOWAY COUNTY

CATHOLIC CHURCH
1 N. 19th Street
orris Mania/11Y. Pala*
,
sooser S &.m..11 a.m and
I First Friday:
and 6:00 p.m.
DE BAPTIST t HURCH
Mash Anse. Susie,
am, Sunday School Fopt
10 00 am
6.1
11:00 a.m.
viOn
7:00 p.m
vise
7:00 p.M.
Mg Wed.
II:30 p.m.
Mn, Singing

sruttrus BAPTIST
CHURCH
• 3 - Pottertom.

FOR ALL CITIZENS OF

10 00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
II:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m'

Reblp
An
,
-ship
Meeting

14.1iNT CUMBERLAND
(TERIAN CHUMP H
11:00 a.m.
ship
7:00 pm
fervic•
ice at 11:00 each first
/•

Who will best serve the public interest for the next four
years as Sheriff and chief law enforcement officer of
Calloway County?

CUST GROVE
OF THE NAZARENE
ksey, Kentucky
Robins**. minister
10:00 a.m.
.1
11:00 a.m.
ship
7:00 p.m.
Service .

itYPTIsT ( HURCE
pastor
.1
930
.hip
10:46
6:00
on
p FiroadCait 6:00
ow. Wednesday 7:30

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

TEISTIAN CHURCH
N. Fifth Strwet
M. Porter. pastor
9:00 a.m.
• .....
10:30 a.m.
Ice . ..... ..! 7.00 pm.
• 6:30 p.m.
owshiP
6:00 p.m.
oin
ohip . third Wednesday
set:
third Tuesday

Of

to:ao a.m.
11:00 am
6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m

Li

.....

6:30 p.m.

7:10 isn't
1:00 p.m.

BLY OF GOD cumuli
I. \Vela', pastor
end Glendale Road
10:00 a.m.
111
11:00 am.
7:10 p.m.
(lee ..
. 7:30 p.m.

Lit/
Bay Roberto
- Nile 753-3924

Center"
Phone 763-7575

y Mix Co.
Cenerete

le 763-3540

Service

Deltvery
it Stamps
no 753-9091

e Station

lay
sea
TS.1-11121

fe
kum

sort
eM .oww.
1-1276

Company

admits
71111-1333

a speech at toy own school! And
they weren't even students he. LOS ANGELES UPI-When mil- re," Frank said, still amazed.
itants threw
barricades at
"That's when I joined VIVA."
entrances to Los Angeles City He founded the Los Angeles City
College this spring, the reckon* College chapter, which now has
ed without Stephen Frank, 22, 200 members. In March, he was
a handsome veteran of the Viet- elected national president of the
ilam War.
35 - campus organization, with
Frank promptly organized a chapters at Tulane, Yale, Univergrow of 20 students who, tore sity of Florida, Ohio State, and
down the barricades so other Southern Illinois University.
students could get to their claWearing a VIVA button on his
sses. And he incurred the con- bright red sweater, the speech
tinuing enmity of the militants major set up a table in the cenSince then he has been working ter of the campus to pass out
to repair damage from fires VIVA literature.
By DICK WEST
and acts of vandalism at the
rcollege, and speaking out
Calls Rally
the violence he believes
threatens his education, as well "Militants overturned my tabWASHINGTON UPI - Regrets!).
as that of 18,500 other students le and burned 200 posters. ly, the Pultizer Prizes announced
on the campus.
couple of days later, I called a this week did not include an awarally in front of the Administra- rd for journalistic prescience.
Receives Letter
ion Building. About 200 people
Had there been such a catebowed up. We were passing gory I feel certain the judges
He received a complimentary ut literature and a mob sucid- would have given me at least
letter from President Nixon. He nly jumped on the table and an honorable mention for the
also has been mobbed,threatened tried to push me off.
accuracy of a prediction I made
/nd beaten.
"Their reasoning was that VI- more than two years ago.
9 Militant Negroes, muttering A or any group opposed to the It'was based on some testimony
obscenities and threats, shadow tudent strike has no right to free presented at a congressional hehim for the moment he stop eech.
aring on the supersonic transport
on the campus. At night meet- "All students have grievances. plane. Supporters of the project
ings, he Is warned he will never have grievances. But that does- were attempting to allay concern
get home alive.
't mean I'm going to overthrow over possible damage from sonic
While he was distributing leaf- e government or set fires in booms the SST would create durlets in the student center, heves lassrooms. There are ways of ing overland flights.
attacked by members of the Black edressing grievances in an ordStudent Union, who smashed in erly fashion.
Jais face and split his lip.
"We want to educated students
SST Opponents
19 "Sure I'm scared," the stocky, n the problem of violence and
war veteran admitted."I'm scar- how them the right way to solve
They gave me the impression
ed every time I walk on that their problems. We have an omSST opponents mainly concampus. But the militants can't dsman program. Each campus that
sisted of a few cranks and soreCHURCH GOER -A gal wearbe allowed to prevent the rest has an ombudsman, someone who
heads who objected to having
ing a hair jacket arrives at
of us from getting an education. knows how to get things done.
their composure, if not their egthe Church Discotheque
Frank is the nationalpresident Students go to the ombudsman
shattered by man-made
(formerly a Lutheran
of Voices in Vital America VIVA, with their problems, and he tries &urns,
thunderclaps.
Church) in New York.
founded nearly three years ago to solve them. Changes are needIndeed, they discounted the meby a group of UCLA students ed, but we must have orderly
nace to such an extent that I
who felt anti-Vietnam War groups dissent."
predicted someone eventually
lin campus presented only one As far as Frank is concerned,
would discover that sonic booms
side of the story.
he sees nothing extraordinary were good for us. And now it has
SPARE THE ROD
Originally incorporated as the In removing barricades at City
happened.
Victory in Vietnam Association, College.
H. H. Wiggins, Jr., a geopthe group changed its name a "When I got to school March
SACRAMENTO, Calif. UPI hysicist who conducted a goveryear ago because the old label 12," he recalls "there were cafenment - sponsored study, recen- Mrs. Spiro T. Agnew says if her
had become a misnomer.
teria tables piled up six feet high tly reported that occasional mild four children participated In stuand eight feet wide across the sonic booms "slow down deter- dent demonstrations they would
Pack Gift Boxes
entrances. I just started moving ioration and aging of houses." be spanked.
them, and other students came
The wife of the vice president
He theorized that the shaking
▪ Although VIVA members pack up and began to help. I told them a
a dim view of student prohouse receives from a sonic
Tlft boxes for servicemen, the not to get involved in a physical boom prevents structural
defects testers Tuesday at a news congroup lines not actively support confrontation. Several times we from developing by
relieving acc- ference on the patio behind the
the war. It Is nonpartisan and retreated down the steps for a
home of Gov. Ronald Reagan.
umulated stress. Yes.
currently interested in united few minutes to avoid violence.
Asked if there was a "political
Heartened by having my precollege students opposed to vio- "Sure, I was scared, but I' diction
borne out by Wiggins, I generation gap" in her home,
lence and disruption on their wanted to show the other stushall now venture another prog- Mrs. Agnew replied:
campuses.
dents that if they show some nostication. As I crystal tall it, "There hasn't been so far."
Frank joined VIVA last Nov- backbone they can stop the mili- future studies will
show that But she said if one of her childrember, two months after return- tants from having their way.
sonic booms also slow down de- en became involved in a student
ing to City College after a two- I think the closing of the schooi
terioration and aging of people. unrest movement, "I'd paddle
• stint in the Army, including by the militants was 1 denial
him."
Iight months with the 1st Infantry of the eclithational rights of othDivision in Vietnam.
ers.
Accumulates Stress
"My social science teacher
assigned the class to go hear a
Loos at it this way; the stress
WRONG SIDE
speech by Black Panther leader
that a house accumulates is reaGeorge Mason Murray on Nov. BERGUM, Holland U1-i. "Just lly nothing compared to the streINGENIOUS STUDENTS
start alongside the shed," far- ss that the owner of the house
8," Frank explains.
"He talked about the flag being mer S. Kloosterman said to the accumulates.
a piece of toilet paper and said. worker he had hired to plow his
I've got structural defects all
PORTLAND, Ore, UPI - Mrs.
The only war to deal with Nixon field.
over my anatomy, thanks to the Bobbie Nunn, science coordinTractor driver S. Deelstra to- stresses of owning a house.
Ind U. S. Senate candidate Max
ator at Boise school, arranged
141ifferty was to put a bullet thr- ok him at his word. So today
Now assume that an over - for a pilot to drop 27 raw eggs
ough their heads. I stood up, and the Suameer Soccer Club's pitch. stressed homeowner is. tossing from an
airplane and told her
said I favored free speech, but just alongside the shed, but on fitfully in his sleep some night sixth
graders to wrap them anythat I was opposed to violence. the opposite side from Klooster- and is suddenly jolted out o way
they wished - so long as the
Four goons from the BSU picked man's field-was a beautifully pl- bed by a sonic boom
containers were no longer than a.
me 4)and carried me out. From'owed ruin.
shoe box.
He naturally assumes that the
furnace has exploded and,picking
The youngsters placed the eggs
himself upon the floor, does what
in 18 separate packages, which
any homeowner would do under
were dropped into a field from
the circumstances. He panics.
a height of 800 feet. When the
Imagine his relief when, after
..nopping a hole In the wall with packages were unwrapped , one
dozen eggs remained unbroken.
1411 Olive Blvd.
the fireaxe he keeps under his
Some of the students used inbed, he discovers he was need— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
genious devices, such as blankets
alarmed.
lessly
It
753-3152
should
do won- and
Phone
Truly Fine Cleaning
plastic foam. One girl just
ders for his stress accumulation.
‘put her Ogg in a large paper
predict,
Some
I
day,
we'll
all
*
bag. BillOWed by air, It wafted
be saying, "Thank God for the
her egg tOlbe ground without a
SST."
crack.
_

ast

L BAPTIST CHURCH
ward Zoberts.Paslsr

Ming
De

FORMING UP — Taking shape at Murray State University Is a 'tingle of foundation forms and reinforcement rods
for the University's new six-floor addition to the Price Doyle
Fin* Arts Building. Scheduled for completion in mld-1970,
the building, because of its design, will become the tallest at
the University, and will tower over the campus from •
heighth equivalent to that of a 14-story building. It will house
a theatre, dressing rooms, recital halls and band rooms,
classrooms, art gallery, radio and television studios and re*
IOW area.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

QUALIFIED

Dick West
Didn't Get
Pulitzer

Ps

KAN CHAPEL
.Z. CHURCH
t Mulberry Street
9:46 a.m.
11:00 cm.
hip
7:00 pan.

Vietnam War Veteran Tears
down Barricades of Militants
By KATHLEEN NEUMEYER

ME CUMBERLAND
BILBSAH CHURCH
BM 11884.- Ms**
,
1.00 a.m.
linty
11:00 a.m.
.00 pm
DROVE CINVISCH
F CHRIST
Myers, minister
)1
10:60 ctn.
10:90 a.m.
Ice
6:10
Me Study:
7:00 p.m.
17EI. MISSIONAMI
TIST (REACH
venue - Murray, Ky.
ease Portlier pester
10:00 a.m
alp
11:00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
hip
7:30 p.m.
renhtg
Ice
7:00 p.m.

hip
fl
hip
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TESTED

1Y

BY
EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCE

CLYDE STEELE

CANDIDATE FOR
SHERIFF
THIS I BELIEVE

Any public office belongs to the voters, and their choice
of who will best serve their interest should be based upon
the experience, qualifications, character and integrity of
any candidate.

0

THIS I PROMISE
If elected as your Sheriff, I will perform the duties of this
office with malice toward none and with justice for all.
I promise to do 'axe very best I know how—the very best
I can; and I shall keep doing so so long as I have tKe responsibility of public office. I shall never forfeit the confidence of my fellow citizens and shall always perform
the duties of Sheriff in a manner that will enable me to
retain the respect of every man and woman of Calloway
County.
Upon These Principles I Earnestly Solicit The
Support Of My Fellow Citizens

.•••••••••••••••••••

Your Vote and Influence Will Be Greatly Appreciated

COLLEGE CLEANERS

CLYDE STEELE

Executive Shirt Service * •

•

(Political Advertisement)

•
.
0

ely

.11••••

6

-.11 -II 'IP

• 1'

*

•
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1040X, Amended U. S. Indivi.
duel Income Tax Return. Fill
out the form completely according to the instructions and
send it with the WI2 to the Internal Revenue Service Center
serving your district. Copies of
Q. — I am moving next mon- Form 1040X are available at
th and have not received my IRS offices.
refund. Was should I give my
Q. — Do you have
sew address to2
anYddni
shows the filing deadlines
A. — U your refund has not
r
the
taxes a mall businessarrived by the time you move,
has to pay!
give your postmaster your new
address. Your refund can then
be forwarded to you a the new A. Yea, IRS has a Tax Calendar and Check List for 1969.
address.
Thousends of refund checks For a free copy send a post
are held up eech year in IRS card to your District Office
offices because taxpayers have and ask for Publication 509.
moved without Leaving forward- Q. — My son won a saving,
ing addressee. When a check bond as the best English stuhas been returned by the Post dent in his graduating clam
Office, it is held until the tax- Would the value of the bond
pajer either writes IRS or files be taxable income to him?
another return giving his new
address. The refund is then
A. — Whether the prize is
sent to the taxpayer or applied taxable or not depaxls on
to any tax he may then owe. circumstances tinder which the
it
Q. — I forgot one of my W-2 was won. U your son
had
forms when I filed my joint perform a specific act to to
Saturn. Should I send it in the prize, such as write an win
es
Dow?
say or develop an experimnt,
A. — If you included the in- the prize would be taxable.
come and tax withokhng data
A prize given in recognitioa
hem the W-2 on the income tax of past accomplishments in rereturn you filed, wait until you ligious, charitable, scientific
are contacted by IRS. You will artistic, educations, literary ,
or
be asked to supply the miming civic fields Is not taxable if
W-2 form.
the recIpie
is selected withHowever, if you did not in- out action 5h his part
and is
clude the wage and tax data not expected
o render future
from the W-2 on your return. services
dition of rethen you should file Form ceiving
e ring
.
the
as a

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

Grumman% Dual Mode lunar Iteving Vekieie

il) utcI unabout h

BellAeriseyeleine

neeileyek"

Male likeliketral,Sub
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found in a 7 a.m. - 9 a.m. tow.•
way sone at 8:25 a.m.
HAPPY CROWD
The word that the car had
been tagged spread quickly and
SAN FRANCISCO UPI
a big crowd was on hand to
Francisco Mayor Joseph
ireet the mayor and his driver
knows now that his police don' when
they returned to their car.
play favorites. But the lasso
"We'll pay it," the mayor
cost hlm $5.
promised.
His big limousine was s
"Oh, this really makes my
wun g LICALel L%iy. It WaS day," one spectator said tiappllY

Colle9„.e Cleaners

Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Pine Cleaning
Phone 753-3632

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD INC.
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY .YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

vs OLDS

M. C.
MAJOR
far
Rendiv Lend scientific Survey Module
Stanford i'. Pogo Stick .
Moon Explorer-coinnianicater
MANY LUNAR sURFACE man-travel vehicles have come
candidate. because of its safety features and protection
off the drawing boards and here are eight of them. Leading I from space debris, is the enclosed Mobile
Geological Lab.

—7 (
e bargain
a real hom
tor me HANDYMAN
Ire frames are up. Much work
jet:Ione.
You complete or hire your own
contractor.
• Buy home and land
• Small Down Payment
• Low Montniy Payment
• We finance up to 9jfears
Severa! models available-2 and 3
bedrooms
Location: Let 64, Lakeway Shores
Subdivision. Cele,: Grey and white.
Contact
GAC Teens-World Accapionc•
Corp.
/ILId city Biala
1150 La:dolt* w• Load
LesSav We. A on c ky 401164
Ttbilighies• $11*--468-4111111

GALLOWAY
COUNTY
SHERIFF
Your Vote and Influence Will Be
Deeply Appreciated
Over 20 years experience in supervisory, administrative, and security
work.
I promise Honest, Qualified, Efficient law enforcement.
Law and order upheld in a fair and
equal manner.

Delta Royale 2-Door Hardtop. Power
and air. Executive car.

'69 GRAND PRIX. Power and air, vinyl roof.
Executive car.
'69 GMC Pickup. 6 cyl., standard transmission,
Fleetside, Custom cab, snow tires, 2-tone.
21,090 miles.
'68 CADILLAC Coupe DeVille. All power and
Vinyl top.

air.

'61 CATALINA 4-Door Sedan. Double power.
'66 OLDS 98 2-Door Hardtop. Power and air,
vinyl roof.
'66 OLDS 88 2-Door Hardtop. Power and air, vinyl
roof.
'65 OLDS Starfire 2-Door Hardtop. Power and
air.

'65 OLDS Delta 88 4-Door. Power and air.
and when wheeling from one sur-)
'63 OLDS Super 88 4-Door. Power and air.
face to another. Do not allow
children to operate mower.
'62 OLDS F-85 2-Door. Rough and ready!
—Is the machine in safe con-'
dition: Check for loose nuts and
'61 RAMBLER Station Wagon. 6 cyl, standard
bolts, inspect blade for nicks
transmission.
imbalance and dullness. Mak
'54 FORD Pickup. Cheap Quality and price!
sure all gas connections ar
tight.
"We urge all operators o
By PATRICIA MCCORMACK
mowers to remember that power
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY MAY 27, 1969
NEW YORK UPI - Live five equipment must be treated wi
respect,
Fisher
"
said.
million Americans, Joe the hometroot grasscutter buys a power mower for the first time
this spring.
He puts owner's booklet in
hip pocket, fuels the machine
MY
and enjoys his new-found freeBRO
THER
WHER
E'S
THE
dm from backaches. Then macMile chokes and stops.
COMB I LENT BORROWED
3oe, as every woman's husIT AND HE
TWO
band features himself at times
weEss
LOST IT
figures to fix the thing himsel4
One sneaker-clad foot is near
the blade as Joe tinkers. The
machine starts. Blade slices
through shoe, leaving Joe minus
two toes.
In the emergency room of the
hospital, the doctor shakes his
„head, saying - "Will they never
learn:"
Among the 27 million Amen.
cans pushing and riding power
mowers in coming months, at
estimated 100,000 will suffer amputations of fingers or toes.
Others, spectators, will be injured by pieces of wire, rock
and little toys flung at them by
the blades with bullet-like speed.
FIGGERS..
I 1 THIS
YOU TELLING ME
...I SURE AM! THEY
WAiT 'TIL
Carelessness and lack of reBEACH WAS ONCE 11-iE
GROCAINS STUMSLeD
31.1ST STOPPED BY
"fl-IE NEWS
spect for the powerful machinery
STAMPIN' GROUNDS 0'
ACROSS A TREASURE OF
HERE FOR A ROPE
SERVICES
figure in these preventable acc•
A BUNCH 0'
PIRATIS' 801.0
AND THEY WERE
HEAR ABOUT
idents, according to Leslie FishBUCCANEERS
RIGHT ON OUR.
TOTIN' A BUSTED
THAT:I
er, of the New York State health
BEACH ??
T&INK FULL 0'
Department's emergency servic00 Goo coINS!!
es.
The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute has developed safety
standards requiring movers to
have better shielding and other
safety features.
But all the safety features in
the world can't stop the accident
that happens when a person refuels a hot machine. For safety's
sake a . person should let the
engine cool before refueling.
To
avoid a summer of pain, the
authorities suggest these other
tips:
.
—Keep grounds safe. Police
V
•
DAT'S A
area for stones,, bones, small
HOW ABOUT A
A•
THIS'LL
r
H"MOTCR
I
toys and other small objects
REL I EF!! SUBMARINE
N/Da
SAVE.
RC/
s
L
tvri
that might be turned into
TH/S
I NEED
DEFINITELY!!
SANDWICH?
lethal
VENDOR!!
ME A •
SANG 14//iDGE /5
projectiles when picked up by 61411U000t SHE'S GONE
SOMETH I N'
TRIP 10
blades. Avoid steep, unsafe slopGONE?
7"RS1E MOR/rES..
BACK TO
TO SETTLE
,
es, Mow hilly areas
THE
—1
sideways.
THE STATE
NoN
—Follow rules of safe operaCORNER!! I
PEN!!
-STOMACH?!
tion. Read owner's rrianual.
Avoid
wearing loose, floppy (lothing.
_
If yours is an electric
'41r
wA"
mower
check for frayed wiring and
be
1411
Walla
sure the machine is properly
'
grounded. Also, never operate
an electric mower in the
rain
r when grass is wet. Keep,
ands and feet clear of,
mower,
Push, do not pull mower
ds you. Stop engine when towarmower
Cata.
logs, when you leave mbwer,
Cohissr-n

Power Mower
Is Dangerous
To Careless

SANDERS-PURDOM

Nancy

by Ernie Bushimiller

11

WHERE?

it

by R. Van Buren

4*

•

Because PCA is a
Complete Credit Service,

Lil' Abner

That means you need only look to PCA for aft
your short and intermediate-term credit needs—
no matter what they are. Through such carefully
structured loans as OPERATING LOANS,
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS end INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS—PCA can provide you with the credit tools
to do the job best—whatever it is.
In addition, you have the advantage of conattatiOn
with specialists in both credit and farming
who will help you save money by joint planning
to keep interest costs lowl This is one big reason
why PCA IS A GOOD PLACE TO
BUSINESSI

ocy

Keys Keri
PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
305 N 4th

Ph 753-5402

by Al Capp

UouSiota.
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Wemoi
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Abbie'N Slats _

is a Good
Place to do Business
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a '7 km. - 9 a.m. tow..
one at 8:25 a.m.
word that the oar had
tagged spread quickly and
; crowd was on band to
the mayor and his driver
they returned to their car.
e'll pay it," the mayor
ised.
h, this really makes my
one spectator saidhapplly

in

.leaners
d.
ELIVERY 'hone 753-3852

3 WHEN YOU
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WANTED TO RENT
OFFERED
ELECTROLUX. SAMS is Ser- WANTED: One or two-bedroom COMPLICIT POODLE groomvice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. anfarniahml house out of
city ing. Experienced and reason
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176, !traits on paved road. Must have able prices.
By appointment onLamming, Ky.
June-2-C sunning water and bath. Rent ly. For appoikment cali 752
M-9-C
FARM BUREAU Office, moved reasonable. Phone 753-1918 be- 2068 after 5:00 p. m.
and ask for
to new location. 309 South 5th fore 5:00 p.
COLLEG
SENIOR
E
student
will
Mary.
17NC
Street.
M-19-C
do odd jobs around your home.
MAL MATS MR GALS
REAL BSTATE FOR SALE
ANN COLFSON is now associat- WANTED: It-bedroom house, Window yakking, hedge trimPOE SALO
FOR SALE
LARGE AND ROOMY 4-bed- 1.0
ed
with the Hilltop. Beauty Sa- in or out of city limits. Must ming, etc. Phone 753-8390.
a 51 MOT trailer on nice SPACIOUS 4-Bedroo
have bath and running water.
m Brick - 121171CIENCY DESK pad with ONE GOOD USED five-foot lado Charolette Grogan
z
home, 2 full baths, jam- lake-view
11-12-P
owner. Phone
lot in Panorama. 24.- This house has everythi
753-4996.
* room, fenced back yard,
ng, a 30 sheets of paper 22" wide by rotary cutter, $250.00. Billing- Hazel Highway.
400.00.
For
Your
NEED
latYARDS
to
mow. Call
sePerate den, with fireplace, 17", 15 month calendar to ton-Poi-see
double carport and large loan. 3-BEDRO
Tractor Co., East est hair fashions and perm- HELP! Nice family WITH 753-2687.
OM brick, cergral air, central heat and
M4P
air, dining March 31, 1970, printed soros Highway 94. Phone 753-2632. anents cell 753-5105 for appointCan be ameumed at 5 1 4 per- 2 bathe
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Federal Hog
Market Report

SC•Wes thead7
1113 23 300340 lbs $20.73-21.26,
PIM 1-2 $2175
Mantimsed Pees Pao Oen
$20.25-20.75;
US 24 1110-040
US 24 1.6410 lbs $19.76-20.23,
Federal
Plate
Market
News
By JACK GAYER
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HAZEL CAFE

!
Now Serving ...
!
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH I
* COUNTRY HAM - STEAKS =

FIESH KY. LAKE CAITISH MRS
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Take MOM Out to Dinner on
Mother's Day...
Bring the Whole Family!

1

MOTHER'S DAY
, DINNER

!

The Worid's Best $2300
Wagon-flattens
- hills and gas bills with an
overhead cam engine!
-

Miss Gallimore, Miss Robinson
Pirryear's Honor Students Of '69

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

•

City Council

wecoriturig

UJ.ESIOUCHED

FARM PROPERTY.

BATSON

LASSITER I McKNNEY BATON,INC.

Family Aquarium

11 Ititt,":

Pet Shop

0

Announces Its

Monthly Special
Saturday, May 10

20% Discount

1

•

At.= evil

ON ALL PETS AND SUPPLIES

Come In and See Our Newly
Stocked Items
We now have listings on over 50
Pedigreed Dogs!

We Have On Hand the Following
Pets . . .

* Rabbits
* Kittens
* Puppies
* Hamsters
Corbels
* Mice

* Parakeets
* Finches
* Guinea Pigs
* Canaries
* Monkeys
* Parrots

Quotes From The News 11 INDICIIIENTS...

* Pigeons...and Others

•

•
We will special order any Pet„ also
Tropical Fish, Turtles, Lizards,
Chamelions.

OPEN SATURDAY

From 900 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
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